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Dave. ·M ason

•

ID

Dave Mason, whose recent hits include "We Just Disagree" and "Let it
Flow," will be on campus tomorrow
night for a concert in the gym.
Tickets, $3.50 jor UCF students with
an l.D. and $4 for the gen.eral public,

campus concert
are available at all area ticket agencies
and at the Student Center.
According to Student Government
Sen. George Chandler, 500 tickets have
already been sold.
. See.Inside Lines, page 10

Gay organization files suit against UCF
Sauls said no mention· was made of a letter to iden14th amendments, and is seeking a court injunction
to force the university to provide facilities . The suit tify the conference organizer.
Miinaslng edHor
Don Chapman, executive director of Gay Comalso is demanding the university pay the
munity Services, secured a faculty adviser, and
Gay Community Services of Central Florida is organization's legal costs.
suing UCF President Trevor Colbourn and the state
University Attorney C. W. Brown said UCF never called-the Budget Office in March. He said he was
then notified of the university's need for a letter
Board of Regents for refusing university facilities for promised use of the Engineering Building to house a
identifying his organization.
a statewide conference.on homosexuality.
statewide conference. He said that when Ronnie
Chapman said he .serif a -fetter April 16 I<lentifyTilg .
A summ~ns .served to Colbourn on Monday Sauls, president of Gay Community Services, contac- I
afternoon accuses the university of breaking a verbal ted the university's Budget Office to secure space, she Gay Community Services as conference organizer
agreement to make the Engineering Building was told it was available, but a request had to be 'with Randy Fisher as the on-campus faculty sp~:msor.
~
.
.
available from May 22 to May 25 for the Sixth An- confirmed by a letter specifying the confere11ce
nual Florida Conference for Lesbians, and Gay Men.
organizer. He said she was also told a faculty ·memOn April 20 John Goree, vice president of Business
The conference would involve approximately 40 ber had to act as an on-campus sponsor.
Affairs, wrote Chapman, .notifying him that the
workshops featuring exhibits, speakers, entertainAccording to Sauls, she talked to Judy Monroe,
university must withdraw "tentative scheduling'; of
ment and recreational events f.or "hundreds of space and facilities analyst for the Budget Office, in
the conference since "during initial contact with
mid-February. She said Monroe told her only "as your office" the organizer had been identified as
lesbians and gay men," according to the suit.
The gay organization is calling the university's 1 soon as she had the faculty sponsor, s~e would have a
refusal unconstitutional, a violati.on of the first and . a letter of verification sent" from UCF.
Suit, page 6
by Mary Wilson
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window in a cypress tree

KevlnMason/Future

UCF student Karen Cavone looks down from the skylight of a
hollow cypress tree which stands on Arie Corner in Oviedo. Read
about this and other novel sites of a small town in Inside Lines.

· level GPA to 2.5.
Dr. fock O'Leary explained: "If
those mlnimumrequirements keep
going -up, it could cause ma~y
problems in recruitment. I'm not qpposed to a good quality athletic
program under fair academic standar-

The University Athletics Committee
· has approved a proposal which would
require that athletes maintain · a 2.0
grade point a-..·erage to be eligible to
participate in intercollegiate athletics.
Dr. Henry Kennedy, chairman of the ds.''
Univer ity Athletics Committee, said
A student-athlete can enter under
the pra"posai was sent to. Pr~sident special admissions and .compete while
Colbourn on Tuesday, while the two on academic probation, but must raise
related proposals would be examined his quarterly GPA above 2.0 within
by the committee on June l.
two quarters. Committee member Dr.
The proposal forwarded to Colbourn Richard Crepeau said: "We want.t9 see.
requires that an athlete . maintain at . that the Stl!jent can do the w9rk here
least a 2.0 UCF GPA, and must not be .t before he competes."
.
on academic probation to b~ eligible .. ·Last year, 33 out of about 300
for play.
student athletes were admitted under
Kennedy said the second proposal the special admissions program. Fourrequiring the successful completion of _teen of them are ~urrently in good
24 semester hours per year within the academic sfanding,
14 are on
students' major or within the General academic · probation and five are no
Education Requirements, should be longer enrolied at UCF.
approved by the committee June 1.
O'Leary said the athletic department
Kennedy said he expects th·e commit- supports the first two proposals, but
tee to drop the third proposal. This said the orie requiring completion of
proposal would require students who 24 .semester hours within a degree
enter the university under the special
program or in the General Education
admissions category to raise their . Requirements, might have some
GPAs to acceptable standards before -;,logistics" problems.
He said
they are elig'ible for athletic com- examining all athletes records to make
petition. The special admissions sure they meet this requirement would
category applies to students accepted
almost be impossible.
although they do not meet minimum
Crepeau said, "The first priority Tor
entry requirements --~ presently a 2.0
anybody on ~his campus is to be a
GPA and Scholastic Aptitude Test student." The proposal denying player
Score of 800 .
eligibility to student-athletes on
Kennedy said the third proposal will
academic probation would allow the
probably be dropped since the univer- student to devote more attention · to
sity may be raising its minimum entry
raising his GPA~ he said.
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DONORS & AWARDS
..,
•

•

•

•

4

Kevin Schloot, president of the UCF National Scholastic Surfing Association
Surfing Team won Fourth place in the . surf contest at Playalinda Beach last
Saturday.

Andrew Lee won a $500 scholarship from the Florida Institute of Consulting
Engineers. The scholarship was base~ on his essay on consulting engineering, his
grade point average and letters of recommendation from faculty. His essay was
then submitted at the national level to the America.n Consulting Engineering
Council where he won a $-1000 Honorable Mention.
·
Lee is a junior m~joring in electrical engineering and is· currently a Co-op
student of Walt Disney World in the . machine design department.

•••
Emma Lee Twitchell, former vice president for development at Orlando's
WMFE-TV and FM 90 ~lus, has been named Coordinator of University
Development at UCF.
· Twitchell will assist James A. Donovan, director of UniversitY Development
and Alumni Affairs, with UCF's Annual Fund Campaign. She-also will be coordinating new fund raising projects which advance community involvement and
support.

•••
John Wllllam•/Future

Kermit Prime Jr., (center) president of the Central Florida Chapter
., of the Florida Engineering Society, presents a $3200 .check to Dr . .
Colboum and Dr. Kersten. The money will provide scholarships for

Dr. Robert Westrick, currently provost of the West Campus of Pasco-Hernando
Community College, has been named director of the UCF Brevard campus .
UCF vice-president Leslie Ellis said,. "Dr. Westrkk has played a key role in the
development of two campuses at Pasco-Hernando Community College and wil.l
play ~ key role in the development of UCF programs in the Brevard area , particularly with the completion of the new Joint Use BCC/UCF facility now under
construction on the Brevard Community College campus."

•••
An Altamonte Springs scientist has been appointed director of the State
Technological Applications Center at UCF.
As director of the area STAC office, Dr. Abbott Pozefsky will coordinate
inquiries from business, industrial and scientific firms seekfog information which
is retrieved from 250 data bases from STAC computers.

The 5chool of Perfarming ArtB.,
Special Summer Workshop .

'.

.'·J'Rec!eive-a 10%
',; Dis~~unt on all
' :«1 Retail hair products
-'\ When you present ·
· 'your_stu~~nt l.D. card

Mime• Classical Ballet Variations• Creative
Dramatics• Dance Forms • Ballet for
Musical Theatre• Audition Techniques

Summer S~ssion also available
June ·15th thru August 13th

1

.:SARA N'Woody~1RSTYUNGSA10Ns

Ballet • Modern • Adult Exercise
J~ •Tap• Allignment CJasses .

Reasonable Rates

on th• mezzanine in Gibbs Louis
Altcimo11te MPll
'Ce)Ql)icd Pklza 'Mall·
• . Winter Park Mall · •
.894..6841

·&44-7272

.

Call 831·1770

·834-4517

·HAPPY HOUR
EVERY
SATURDAY &SUNDAY

GUILTY

8:00 pm-10:~0 pm

50¢ Draft ,·
$2.25 Pitcher.
CRIME:

Forest Fire
;

....

WEAPON:
Unattended Campfire
PUNISHMENT:
Fine or imprisonment

v

Only you can
~
prevent forest fires.

'
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Senate adjourns early due to argument
by Jim Burgess

because the "conflict was.elevating too
high."

Future staff

The Tuesday Student Senate meeting
was dismissed early because of a conflict between two senators and the
student body vice president.

·

"I will take partial blame for the incident,'' he said. "I should have sat
<low~ to prevent the si.tuation, but
principles got in the way," Chandler.
said.

Just before an argument arose on the
senate floor, the Activity and Service
Fee Budget was sent to first reading for
examination by the committee.

Even though C~andler sa'id he acted
in an "unprofessional manner" at the
senate meeting, he also said that he
will probably stand through next
An argument broke out between Sen. week's meeting. "I usu.ally stand most
George Chandler and Student Body of the time anyway," he said. Chandler
Vice President Marcos Marchena also said that if any more problems ocwhen Chandler refused Marchena's cur, he may resign as senator.
order to be seated.
Blount said to the senate: "What I
have seen _here today was totally unChandler said he was exercising a called for." "Your behavior shouldn't
right he had as a senator to stand in the be tolerated. You adjourned a meeting
meeting. "I would have sat do~n if my with a budget in front of -you, anci I
feet were causing a disturbance, but
hope, for God's sake, it doe~n't happen
they weren't," Chandler said:
again:·
Blount ~lso told senators they
. After repeatedly asking Chandler to
shouldQ.'t let their personal problems
seat himself, Marchena ordered Chan,.
affect their jobs. "Care about the
dler to leave the meeting. Sen. Mark
people you serve first," he said.
· Donaldson
appealed
Marchena's
Blount told senators that the '8 l-'82
decision and requested a debate.
ASE budget is a ·~sound, working
budget" that will well serve the studenDuring the debate, Donaldson said he ts.
was tired of the "childish builshit"
Blount added that the senate ·s hould
going on at the meetings. Marchena
be sure to understand the budget
became upset with Donaldson's before jumping "head first" into it. .
language and threatened to expel him
,"We're not trying to rush through,"
from the meeting.
Blount said. "I don't care if it takes the ·
senate three weeks to look it over-."
Chandler then made a motion to adThe ASF has· been · considering the
journ the meeting. The motion passed budget s.ince late February. The comand the meeting ended.
mittee was responsible for allocating
Chandler said Wednesday that he. over $1 million. collected as a portion
made the motion to end the meeting of student tuitions.

Don Mealey
Delivers!
• Full Line - New Cars and Trucks
• Fully Recooditioned - Used Cars and
Trucks
• Mr. Gcxxiwrench Service - AM
Approved
-• Genuine GM Parts - Ret.afl and
. Wholesale
• Daily Rental and Loog Term Leasing
• National Fleet Sales
• Quality Paint and Body Repair

See The All-New
1981 Chevy Cavali~r
At The Auto Show!

3707 West Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida 32808/(305)295-7000

· ACTIVITY AND SERVICE FEE
RECOMMENDED BUDGET FOR 1981-82

Allocation Allocation Income
1980-81 1981-82

$17,250
Black Student Union
$8,000
Brevard Resident Center
18,459
15,000
5,500
4,500
Cheerleaders
50,QOO
27,500
Child Care
Daytona Bch Resident Center 12,500 . 14,453
23,000
Debate
22,000
15;ooo
Intramurals (Crew)
15,000
·2 8,500
27,468
Future
. 308,000 . . 331,129
Intercollegiate Athletics
combined
Minority Student Services
2,000
5~0005,000
Music Festival
10,000
Music Service Award
10,000
Orientation
15,000
14,375
3,800.
Pep Band
5,500
Recreational Services
84,050
89;002
Student Government
220,226 220,151
9,400
University Theatre
14,000
Village Center
250,000 238,750
Utilities
0
57,000
27,000
0
WU CF-FM
Reserve
40,324
3,285
Int'l Student Services
3,000
3,615
4,360
Water Ski Team
4,360
South Orlando Resident Center6,000
16,503
1,150,000 l,155,000

$1,000

Total
B~dget

$18,250
18,459

200
163,704_ 191.204
14,453 '
23,000
15:000
98,468
71,000
743,517 1,074,646
with
B.S.U.
5,000
. 10,000
14,375
3,800
90,002
1,000
287,151
67,000
1,800
11,200
39,150 . 277,900
57,000
0
3,285
3,814
199
6,860
2,500
16,503
1,091070 2,246,070

Respectfully .submitted by Jam.es E. ~lount, Chairman, AS&F, May 12,
1981.
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BULLETIN BOARD
Each selected member will receive a
service scholarship of $450 for two
A car clinic will be held Wednesday semesters. The selections will be made
at noon at the Student Center Green. . during this spring quarter and the first
,The hour-long clinic will feature sim- honorarium will be awarded in the.
ple car maintenance techniques.
fall.
. Jo-Ann Hernandez; a UCF Special
To apply, students must be a degree
· S~rvices student, wiil .demonstrate how · seeking jun;or; must have a 3.0
to check and charge a battery, check cumulative grade point average; must
the oil and radiator, and change a tire. : , be nominated and recommended by a
During the question and answer faculty member; and final selection ·
session that will follow, participants will be based on a personal interview.
will have an opportunity to identify
Applications are available in
problems and to trade solutions con- .Student Affairs, ADM 282. The
deadline for returning completed apcerning basic car care. .
The clinic is free and open to all plications is May 20.
students, faculty and staff. It. is
For more information, contact Anne
scheduled in conjunction with the Br.o ughton at 275-2205.

Car Clinic

Speaker
Chris Mitchell, of Deloitte Haskins &
Sells, will speak b~fore the Student Accounting Society on Thursday at noon
in ED 125. Mitchell will speak on
"Everything You Wanted to Know
About Your First Audit--But Were
· Afraid to Ask." All interested students
and faculty are invited to attend.

BSU
The Black Student Union will hold
its Fifth Annual Service Awards Dinner Thursday at 7 p.m . in the University Dining Room.
~

The guest speaker will be Ernest
Pag~~ -c~~~-issi-oner for t}:ie City of
Orlando. The price of the dinner is $9.
Reservations must be made by May 15 .
For reservations or additional . information, call X-2450 .

Te~nis

Students, faculty and staff are
requested to use the tennis courts
located by the pool for night play. According to the Energy · Committee,
those courts are more energy efficient
and the lights are superior to the old
. courts,

Norman the Armadillo

Future's annual car show.

Leadership Council
The President's Leadership Advisory
Board is accepting applications for the
1981-82 President's Leadership Council.
'
The purpose of the PLC is to .
recognize stU;dents who have demonstrated an example of well-rounded ex~~-lle~~~ -- based -- ~n
academic
achievement, leadership, and proven
interest and service to the ~niversity.

for sale .

by Dave Mitchell
L\!.T~ 'TO "'n\\ ~ - ,, lN 1\lE

i\E "TitOUGK'T o~- A. t>~e~s lOtJ
b~R.!ES£$ .M.E !

"&ls ;r~e

A'J-.lLAe\ \.\T)' Of ARl"\~\:)\I. LOS fol.
fOOt)

\N

MA.'f'Oe

NOW i~EY't..\. C~\..L.

'/00 .. REA~ ~OAlbTS/

15-ft. Invader Bowrider1 70 HP Evinrude. Exe. ski Vacation in Washington DC! Condo for 2-4 people,
& fishing boat, tilt trailer, many extras. Call 678- 6/15-8/15. Will rent for 1 or 2 months. Call 2994042.
1943 in Orlando for info.
68 Chevy Malibu 307, good running condition. Room for rent: One bdrm. & full bath, private en·
trance in nice home in Winter Park Pines. Easy acAsking $700. Call Laurie, 282-5602.
cess to UCF. Swimming pool & private phone
available to you. laundry room, family room, kit·
SURPLUS)EEPS,CARS,TRUCKS
Car-inv. value $2143 sold for $100 thru gover· chen, & meals negotiable. $30/week, payable .by
nment agencies~ your area. For information on the month. Call Barbara, 678-3262 after 5 'PM
weekdays, anytime on weekends.
vehicle bargains call 602-941-8014 Ext. 8587.

services

EXPERT TYPING: 22 yrs. exp. Full tim~. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction
of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included.Reasonable. Call Bea 678-1386.

I will do a patent search for you. Leaving for DC
5/22. Call 275-6379.

Professional typing, 10 yrs. exp. Term papers,
reports, resumes. Paper provided. Call Linda 671·
6098.
Typing in my home (351-1239) after 6.

273-561"0

77.7Qa.

--r ootnma es .

i

typists

Excellence in TYPING helps the appearance and
the grade! Term papers, Thesis, Dissertations.
79 Honda Civic hatchaback, CVCC, br0~e, tan
Materials supplied & editing available. Work done
int., 4 sp., Mlchelins, 23,000 mi., 35 mpg. $3575.
on IBM Sel. II • 1 mi. from campus. Call Marti 365Very good condition. Call Greg 339-0935 or 834University Villas
6874 before 7:30 AM or after 5:30 PM.
6282.
.
Furnished &unfurnished $220-$240
RA1ES TOO HIGH? c. ALL ME! Professionel ty
. p'lst,·
2 pools, tennis court
National Semiconductor pro,rim~able calculltor ·
16 years experience at low rates; special·rates on
with charger. $25. Call Chris, 275-9370.
On-site b.us svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall BLG jobs; paper and editing Included. Will cut rate
High Riser bed with Inner sprinc mattresses. $200 ,
- .Open 7 days
for referrals. CALL' DAY OR NIGHT • 678-4360:"·
complete with mattress pads & sheets for both ROOMS FOR RENT in 3-bdrm. 2-bath ·house 2.5 Typing speciiilist for students & professors: IBM .
b;eds. Used twice. Call 339-4636.
miles from UCF Campus. $125/mo. plus share• & Turabian style. Nancy· 851-4489.
·
utilities. Call Tim at 277-3512 or business, 831·
Datsun 280Z, 1975, equipped with air, new tires, 3170. This is a great value and location for UCF 'TYPING · ·Anyttifug &everything. Very reas0nab1e:
new ins-..won. Good condition. $4500. 677·
Call Holli' 62a5499 or 678-7371
453 or 6
students. Rooms f'!rnished or unfurnished.
• v
·
.
loom for rent in 3-bedroom house 20 min. from P;o,;sSio~~it;;i~g~Accuracyan·d·neatri&Ss.Wiil be
Pausonic room stereo, AM-FM recelver, 8-track · UCF. $150/mo. & Yz util. Prefer female. Call 277• hard to beat. 20 years' experience . including
recorder w/ speakers, Ttchnlcs SL20 turntlble w/ 5567 AM's best.
dissertations, master's papers, term papers, etc.
ew stJlus. SlSO. Call Ken, 671-8861 or leave
'
IBM typewriter, paper supplied. Close to campus.
•tall~2:bdrm. mobile home, unfurn. S200/mo. College- Call Judy, 677-1902 or 275-2351.
360, runs •ood, electric 5.ta-rt, have oriented park. Call after 5:30 PM, 568-4714.
..
._ _ . .
1975 111on-..n •
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! FAST, ACCURATE
to sell $400 or best. 275-3260.
i---~~-~-------.----+ TYPING at reasonable rates! Paper, one copy sup19io... KAWASAKI -··1sci -Ltd. -AdJimawe:
f
plied, editing if requested; equations, etc. Full
,laacknstlluua1e rack, crulH control, 55 mpg, R..;.m~t~ ~anted, furni~ed apt.' in ~~e~. time. Kathy; 568-2969.
excel. c:end. $1900. CAii 273-6245 eves.
Pool, tennis, & sauna. $135/mo. Includes util. & TYPING, DICTATION, .MACHINE TRANSCRIPTION,
9
9
CAMARO
phone. Call 277-6323 evenings.
& NOTARY. Terna papers, resumes, manuscripts,
1 7
M
etc. Fast, efficient, reasonable. References.
pb
21
uto, ps,
g, A /FM-cassette.
Roommate wanted to share 2·bdrm. 2·bath condo Grammar, punctuation, extras. When neatness,
~~~:::·~~~: 55900• Call Dive near 436 & Howell Branch Rd. Pool, tennis. accuracy, & speed count. Call Linda at 896-8202
~·,- r-v- . $250/mo. Incl. util. 677-6926.
after 5 PM .

.,

RIDING LESSONS
Have you always wanted to learn to ride Western?
Well, here is your chance. I have iust started
riding lessons in the afternoons & weekends.
Private lessons are $12.50/hr., a couple is $10
.each per hour. Your lessons will begin in a ring &
you will end up taking trail rides. Call Karen Davis
after 6 PM, 671-4710 or days at X.2121.
Mike's house and apannienf cleaning baisiness,
maid service. Reasonable r~tes, c~ll 295-770~.
Gay Social Senices of Central Florida offering
legal .and medical referral, counseling, hot line
with trained members & special activities. For information call 843-2750.
ABORTION SERVlCES,' FREE PREGNANCY TEST,
1LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725
'N. Magnolia Avenue. Availible by phone 24 hours
a day: 422-0606; or toll free 1 (8001432-8517.
ABORTION- SERVICES, birth control information~
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD scr.eening, low
cost, confidential senices.
Cedntral Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0921

FREE PRECNANCY ·tESTINGPregnant?Need help? 841-2223
Fre~ Pap smeir and breast exam
Call for appointment • Counseling for men

--•?I
I

................""""......-..i........~......--.........

···

help
Wanted
'. .. -

~

Students • I am lookln1 for strong telephone appt.
setters.· ff you are 1ood, I will work around your
class sched. Startin1 pay $4.50/hr. Raises based
on merit, bonuses & Incentives also. Call Kaycee
Cook at 671·9939.

Female roommate warited to shire 2-bdrm. 2·bath
apt. $150/mo. & % elec. & phone. Call 282-6316
Mon. • Fri.
·o·ne or two reliable females to share lg. furnistted
2-bdrm. 2-bath condo with same. Near UCF, avail.
J/22. $170 & % or $100 & ¥3 electric. Call 645. 5706.

Prof. typing services • low rates, fast ~ervice,
Wek.iva/Alt. Spgs. area. Diana, 869-6227.
Sten+Type
TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
Dissertation • Theses
851-5252
Typing • term papers, manuscripts, thesis: Fast,

Be your own boss and build your own business: . - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - accurate, reasonable. Ad-A-Secretary, 628-1110.

selling a time-tested product that has increased
gas mileage for businesses and individuals by
more than 15%. Find oUt more by calling 3655269 after 5 PM or on weekends.
,To $600/weak. Explorer crnYS. ·.Ro'lrust
men/women. Full/part-year. Wiiderness temln.
Send SS for 90-company directory & full job info•.
Job D.ata: Box 172, Fay'vllle AR. 72701.

.if
LS. Roses are red, violets are blue,
It's been fun beln1 your POSSLQ too!!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!!
•

¥

*

Usa

lf.

II

HARO 'Tl"'E~ eARWE\:)

"T\\~M ~ N\c.~N~ '\\oO\le~ ~o&s'.~

for rent

..

Courts

wanted

.NEED TYPING DONE? I have very reasonable rates,
experienced, live close to UCF. Call 671-9680.

1

Do you have an old bike in your garage jus1 taking
up space? I will tlke it off your hands if price is
reasonable. Call Ann, X.2865.

Typing service available, 11 years experi~nce.
Close to UCF. Call Dehise, 275-6257.

628-0405
Riders to Tul11, Okla. Around June 9. Share ex·
penses. Call Gary Gates, 273-9353•

Lost&Found

Toll FrE'E' 800·4~2-"i249
1'11'SIC:I-\~ ~tA~AC:l·: D

1-Xl'Alll.ISllED 1!17:1

iNSTANT CASH for quality used records. Also
great selection to chooH from. High quality, low
prices on 111 types of music. Backtrack Record Ex·
change, Zayre PlaZ1, 17-92 &436, 339-0484.

Blue adidas bag filled with personal belongings. ,
Lost 5/13 at dirt lot by tennis courts. Please
retu~. I need my stuff. Reward 331-1913 ·
Found-Female Incle In vicinity of new dorms.
Call 275-2601.

Pages
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Bus ridership increases,
future funding more secure
by Kathleen Foronda
Aulsbnt editor

Student ridership for UCF's bus service is nearing the number that supporters say could guarantee continu.ed
funding by the county commission.
Dan Friend, executive director of
East Orange Community Achon, In'c.
said an average number of about 52
students riding the bus could guarantee
continued fonding. Frief)d, with · the
help of Student Government, seught
the county funding for the bus service.
According
driver Troy 'flateher,
the bus ha.s been carrying an average
of 49 students a day.
' The service is a pilot program which
started in March, and will be reviewed
by the couoty commission in September. It receives county funding from a
$30,000 community development
grant and is funded by students
through $7 ,000 from Student Government.
The service is part of the East
: Orange Express system, which shuttles
1 students to and from UCF via Highway SO and Alafaya Trail. The express
has been servicing East Orange County
residents since last year.
Student Body President James Blount
said SC would be conducting a survey
t this month to see what kind of response.
.the bus service is getting.

to

"Some of the questions to be asked
_are: How much would you pay to ride
the bus? Is the scheduling convenient?
What suggestions do you have that
could improve the system?" Blount
said.
.
'I Students with a valid ID can ride the
· bus at no charge. The ·bus fare is SO
cents for other adults, 25 cents for the
elderly and children under 12.
One of the student~ riding the bus
· said, "It's . one of. the best things
Student Government has done yet."
Another student · said: 'Tm from
New York, so I don't mind spending '
money for a bus service. I think it's
important."
Most student riders said the bus
usually runs on schedule, but that they '
would like to see it stqp at the university about 3 p.m. Currently, the bus
stops ~t UCF at 2:38 p.m., and later at
5:05 p.m.
. County Commissioner Lou TreadI way, who cooperated with Friend and
SG in establishing the.bus service, said
the source of funding for the service after September has not been dete~
mined. He said, "It must be reviewed
first," and that he would "work like
the devil to get it funded as long as
there is a proven need."
Srudents can obtain a full schedule
of bus routes and times at SC offices or
-by calling
Friend at 273-2941.
.

~

. 10 % OFF · . ~'.
, . TO ALL UCFSTUDENTS"°'

Hwy. 50 just W. of Alafaya Tr~

PRE·MEDS/
PRE·VETS

Candidates for study leading to degrees in both Medical and Veterinary
Medicine .can now combine:
• One year (36 credits) toward • Completion of program toward
accredited M.S. program
Medical or Veterinary Medicine degree
at major, Universitie•
in a Caribbean' or European school.
Now accepting applic.ations for July and November semesters. For interview
call: (203) 661-8906.
·

CENTER-for the,DEVELOPMENT of

INTERNATIONAL POST GRADUATE STUDIES
two sound view drive, greenwich, connecticut 06830

',

Additional Infoweek

The Future printeda story last
onthe ne~ power and programming
of WUCF-FM without men.tioning the station number. Tum your radio dial
to FM 89.9.

"Liberty · ·
means responsibility.

·sEE THE 1982 FORD EXP
AT.THE 1981 SPRING CAR SHOW
MAY 20, 1981 AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL .FLORIDA

·ThatS whY. ~ost men
dread lt.
-GeorgeBemanishaw

· Next y·e ar it' s~all up to you.
Only you can decide to start an
insurance program now. The
longer you wait, the more .it
costs. Find out how easy it is to
begin our college plan, chosen
by more seniors than any
other.
Call the Fidelity Union Life
Field Associate in your area:

ENGl.N EERED FOR TOMORROW
•
•
•
•
•

"Two-plus" design
1.6 liter CVH engine
~rant-wheel drive
Four-wheel independent suspension
Hatchback cargo space (29 cu. ft.)

46

EPA
EST
HWY*

~9
.

EPA
EST

· *Applicable to units built after
March, 1981. Estimate for rnmparison excluding other Ford
Motor Company cars. Your actual mileage may differ depending on speed. distance. and
wea.ther. Actual highway
mileage lower.

MPG*

· EXP-BEAUTIFULLY STYLED AND EQUIPPED
FOR YOUR DRIVING PLEASURE.

STEVE JONES & ASSOCIATES

671-1793

Hwy. 17-92 just north.of Lee Road Maitland, Florida 32751

felephone 644-7111
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Northeast Orange Comu:iw1ity Mental Health CenChaoman, who took over as contact between the
UCF and Gay Community Services, said he tried to
ter, not Gay Community Services.
· Brown sa.id ·the improper identification, and ~he
comply with university requirements "as they were
university's plan to save energy by closing down
brought up." Though he said the university didn't tell
during the Memorial Day weekend, May 23-24, led
him it intended to close down over the Memorial Day
to refusal to host the conference.
holiday to save energy until April 29.
Though the university never sent written confirSauls said she never represented herself as calling
, for a mental health center. She said she was
mation of the conference, Gay Community Services
employed at the center and left her business j has been advertising it statewide since February.
Chapman said $1, 700 has been sp~nt for guest
phone with monroe as a number where she
' might be rea_cti(}<!. . _ _.. --., ___:: , . -- , ...,
speaker air fares, a"i1d the pre-registration response
pre~ident of Gay Community Services, and we would ha; been good. He sai~ the confer:ence had originally
anticipated 350 to 500 participants.
. like to have our sixth annual conference on campus,"
: Sauls said.
' . Chapman said he is counting heavily on the injunMonroe . said she was not commenting, and
ction to decide in his organization's favor within the
referred Future inquiries to Director of the Budget - week.
Office James Smith. Smith' said he could not com"If the injunction doesn't go through, and even if
we are able to contact lots of pre-registered people,
ment on conversations between the Budget Office
and Gay Community Service~ since the university is
we' ll have lots of people to come at the last minute,
involved in a legal dispute.
arriving li t UCF .to register," he said.

THE DAIR SHOP
Precision StyleCut·$7.0Q
Full Service Salon

Walk-Ins Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Dr.

282-·1700

(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

Daily 9-5 Tues. & Thurs. til 8.

"If it had been a minor mixup as to ~horn was
sponsoring the conference," Chapman said, "then
the thing would have cont~uued . "
.
Dr, Colbourn said the nature of Gay Community
Services " is or should be irrelevant to the issue." He
said the troubling aspects included the misunderstanding over who was condu_c ting the conference;
that it was advertised when no written confirmation
had been mailed by UCF; that the conference
schedule extended into Friday, May 22, a school day;
and that the university could not host a conference
·for an off-campus organization ~hen it planned to
close over the holiday.
·
"We had to cancel an intercolle~?;iate debate competition over Christmas," he said, to address the
"serious problem" of energy consumption.
Chapman said the Budget Office employee who
told ·Sauls the Engineering Building "appeared to be
ava ilable" for a conference , could not anticipate the
university's need to close over the hol_iday.

*************************************
*
*~
*
*
t
SANDRA-JEAN'S CANDIES
~
*
J ean Alexander
*
** ·
*** W~dding
*
**
#***********************~****~****~:·
:

F ree Candymakin@;
Demonstration s

and
Party Mints

Candymaking
S upplies

2465 Alomu Ave nu e ,
in the Crealde' Mall ~
Winte r Park, Florida 32792
(305) 677-5804

Hom e made
Chocolates

PARK AVENUE
HAIR
·D ESIGNERS

HAIR.CUTS
' ..... $9

Ltd.

wi.t h this ad

532 S; Park Ave.
MON.~SAT. 10-6

When you buy a Carvel ~
Ice Cream Cake . at our
regular low price. during
this sale. you will receive a
coupon good for a free
cake of equal size and form
which may be redeemed at
anytime . within 14 days
starting the Monday following this sale date .

SASSOON
TRAINED
STYLISTS

. TREAT YOUR
STUDENT .
BODY TO
TACO VIVA'·S
3
1
4
6
4

OLDE FASHIONED SUNDA_rs. $~.65
DELUXE SUNDAE DINNER .·... $6.95
DESSERT SUNDAES ...... •,• .. $2.95
FLYING ·SAUCERS ..... ; .'. .... $2.35
NUTTY ROYALES .............. $2.95

I

Please note : Cake otters in this ad apply only to our standard
chocolate and vanilla cakes H well as Thinny-Thin cakes
where available .

INSTITUTIONAL
DISCOUNTS
~ Available to
organized
groups

SPECIAL OFFER!
100 FREE CAKES TO BE GIVEN AWAY!
First 100 families will receive a coupon good for one (1)
Free Special Grand Opening Cake to be redeemed
anytime within 14 days starting on the Monday following
our Grand Opening Sale.
©198

•NUTRITIOUS FOOD
•GREAT TASTE
• REASONABLE
PRICES

CARVEL®CORPORATION, YONKERS, N.Y.

., TACO
VIVA

WHEN YOU SAY TACO, SAY VIVA

•••I
I

I•••=

.•••I

ELCOU~

I.8

s~,:~~

:

EXPIRES: 5/29/.81

•

3 BEEF TACOS

•

I

•

-~
PLUS TAX

EXPIRES: 5/29/81

.
•

• .

acouPONJ8••

. • .ONE BEEF BURRITO.
I
•&REG. SOFT DRINK

•••••••••••

''THE LATE ·NIGHT SPOT''
IN WINTER PARK M ALL
OPEN NIGHTLY 'TILL 11
FRIDAY &SATURDAY 'TILL 12
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UCF boxers dominate 'Bengal Bouts'
b.y Vince Cotroneo
Future 1tatf ·

The first annual Bengal Bouts sponsored by the Golden Gloves and Sunbelt Promotions, should - change its
name to the UCF bouts, the Knights
dominated the contests from beginning
to end, winning eleven of thirteen
bouts to capture the competition.

~

The UCF squad, coached by 1981
Golden Glove champion and Knight
assistant wrestling ccach Mike Aspeci,
outdistanced all opponents with an 112 record. Rollins was second posting a
5-7 mark, followed by Seminole Community College with a 3-8 record, the
Naval Training Center was fourth with
a 2-1 mark and Valencia finished last
at l-5.
Aspeci.. was assiste~ by Joe McKinney, a computer science major at UCF.
The coaching, according to the boxers
was the primary reason for UCF's success. "Mike kicked us around for two
weeks, running, hitting the heavy bag
and sparring. He knew what he was
doing s.o we woµldn't get hurt in the
ring.," one b~xer said.
The first night of competition got off
with a bang for UCF. Joe Sferrazza,
the only non-UCF athlete on the.
squad, opened for UCF in the l 4S lb.
class. All Sferrazza did was pummel
Todd DeMario of Rollins with a
p'o werful right hand that ended the
contest in the first round. Sferrazza a
contented poulplayer simply said that
"I just wanted to go the distance."
From there, Tony Aspeci, Mike's
brother, competed for the Knights in
the 160 lb. class. Aspeci delivered a
unanimous decision back to the Knight
corner.
Mohammed Kenareh, a wrestler like

Castino of Rollins. Castino's older
brother John is the third baseman for
the Minnesota Twins.
Mark Robiiison:
footb;ll Knight,
ended the night on a winning note with
a first round TKO of Ross Ballard of
Seminole in the 195 lb. class . ~----· -

Aspeci, won a TKO over Bill Williams responded to the challenge by .recorof. Valencia in the 1SS lb. class.
dil).g a first round TKO of Brad Bran_ _Two football players kept the Knight don in the 185 lb. Class:--- -- - - ··- --- ·
Trey Baker was the 011ly loser of the
·unbeaten streak alive through the first
night.
Craig Swick won a tough opening evening of competition for the
decisiQn over- Eric Nissan of Rollins in j Knights. Baker, a UCF wrestler, lost a
the 160 lb. class, and Hal Trask 'well-fought splif decision to Dan

a

Aspyci just wanted his squad to get a
crack at boxing . ."I just wanted to give
these guys that one-time opportunity at
boxing," he said. "Some of these guys
might participate in the Sunshine
Games with the finals being held in
Gainesville. After this event, there is
already talk of another Bengal Bout's
with UCF along with FSU, Florida ,
Miami, and Florida Southern.
However, no date has been set."
The second night of competition ~lso
belonged to the Knights. Wrestler
Gary Gates got things started for UCF
with a deci_sion against Tony Vittucci
of Seminole in the l 2S lb. class.
After that win, UCF suffered its only
loss of the second night, also on a close
decision. Steve Policastro was the victim in the 170 lb. class, falling to Mike
Flannigan of Seminole on a split
decision. From that point .on, it was all
UCF.
.
Footballer John Kirk decisioned
Mark St. Jean o(Rollins in the 180 lb.
class and John Myers took his wrestling
skills into the ring against James Smith
of sec and proceeded to ba~g out a
first round knockout.
Gr-egg Campionpounded . Ted
Slowik of Rollins into two standing
eight counts and an eventual
unanimous decision, arid Mike Summerfield concluded the first annual
Bengal Bou.ts in grandiose style by
KO'ing Rob Easterling of Rollins in the . 1
.Heavyweight divi~ion .
The bouts are scheduled to be
telecast on Cable channel 13, May
26th.

••-llllllll•••llll.

The Knights. ~reg Campion knocks Rollins' Ted Slovik to the
mat enroute to an unanimous decision.

Crew team impressive at nationals
The UCF crew teams participated in
the Small College National Championships
earlier
this
month
in'
Philadelphia and came horn~ with impressive results despite having to
borrow two boats,
The men's lightweight four crew,
consisting of team captain Steve DeZWC\rt at stroke; Kevin Kranz, third; Joe
Flatley, second; Al Davis, bow and
Tom Dunsworth, coxswain, finished

first in the national meet. The crew
rowed away from the field winning the
finals heat by 20 seconds.
The women's open crew put on an
impressive closing sprint to come from
fifth to second place in the last 300
meters of the final heat. The crewm
consisting .of Micki Kiether, stroke;
Beth Shaw, thirc;l; Leslie DeZwart,
second; Eileen Dinnan, bow and Cindy
Weber, coxswain, finished only 1.2

seconds behind the winners.
Tom Woodward, stroke; Scott
Belflower, third; Pat McNerney,
second; Dan Kramer, bow and Mary
Ellen Knight, coxswain, the .men's
freshman four crew, finished third in
. the competition missing first by 3
seconds, and second by 1.5 seconds.
The men's heavyweight four crew,
with Jim Field at stroke; John Catron,
third; Mark Zelesky, second; Mik~
Young, bow aiid Ruth Buchanan, cox~

swain, qualified in two preliminary
heats. but fini~hed only sixth in the
finals .
UCF's women's lightweight four
crew missed qualifying for the· fin a ls
by four-tenths of a second. However,
the crew members, Sheri Danielson,
stroke; Cindy Walcott, third; Cara
Munson, secbnd; Gwen Sherwood,
bow and Ellen P.ierson, coxswain,
finished the season having won the
southern championships.

Knights end season with,doubleheader sweep
Pitchers John Fiynn and Tom _Martti~ led the UCF baseball team to a
doubleheader sweep and · a successful
end to its season 'last Saturday. The
· Knights shut out the Florida Institute
of Technology in both games of the
twin bill, winning the first game 1-0 in
extra innings and ta~ing the second
game 3 _0 .

In the opening cont('(.st, it took the
Knights three extra innings to score a
run for Flynn. Butch Round opened the
I 0th inning with a walk and some alert
base running moved him to third on a
sacrifice by Rick Peirce. Round then
scored the game's lone run on a
squeeze play with Mark Deglomine at

the plate.
3.22 ERA.
Flynn was clearly the-Story in the firIn game two, relief pitcher Tom
st game as the freshman held FIT to Martin got his first start and proved he
just five hits in going the distance. was worthy of the c:hallenge. Martin
With the win Flynn upped his -season limited the losers to four hits and
record to 7-4, finishing the year with a . struck out four batters in going the full

Salerno resigns position
Russ Salerno, assistant men's basketball coach at UCF has resigned.
Salerno helped guide the Knights to one of their finest seasons, finishing with a
25-3 record and an NCAA Division II national 2nd place ranking.
The Orlando businessman was one of Coach "Torchy" Clark's first players at
UCF and helped the top mentor coach the first three years of the program in the
early '70's.
Salerno said, "I would like to thank those who were responsible for hiring me
last August and giving me the opportunity to be part of a basketball program
that finished 2nd in tlw United State's."
· A search for Salrrno's sucl'essor will begin immediately.

· seven ir~nings for_the win.
UCF scored all three of its runs in the
third inning with the help of some FIT
.miscues. With one out Mitch Miller
doubled off the .right field fence . Tim
Foskett then reached base on an error
and Miller moved to third. After
Foskett stole second, both runne~s .
scored when the FIT f.i rst baseman
booted a grounder off the bat of Reggie
Arrington. Arrington later stole third
and scored on a sacrifice fly by Bill
Halpin.
With the doubleheader sweep, the
Knights finish the season with a 31-233 record, leaving them the winningest
baseball team in UCF history.
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One giant step for Orlando sportsfans
they couldn't receive the signal.
On Monday, May 4, WUCF-FM
fook one giant step for sportskind when
it leaped in power from a tiny 10 watt
station to a respectable 8000 watt
"·"
'·
operation. Stereo 90 not only can serve
by Marty Fisher·
the University of Cenfral Florida, but
Future staff
'
Central Florida itself.
. For all of the staff at the station it
The patience, perserverance, and was a happy day, but for the sports
' hard work of a few of UCF's die-hard staff, lead by sports director Vir~ce
Cotroneo and his assistant David
sports fanatics has finally paid off.
It was a long time in coming, but Miller, if was the object of countless
. hours of work over the past two years.
better late than never.
For the past few years, the campus
Even though the li~tening aud~ence
radio station, WUCF-FM, has bee~ the was small, every football game, home
flagship station of UCF _sports. From and away, and all ·home basketball
volleyball to baseball to soccer, Stereo games were carried by the station. The
90 Sports has broadc~st Knight spor- ' sports staff travelled to Savannah,
Russellville,
Alabama,
ting events at home and away: There Georgia,
was just one problem though, as a I 0 Miami, and St. Pete to bring the games
watt station tlie signal range was five ' ba~k live to the few who cared to
.miles or l~ss, and that was· on a c~ear listen.
Set-up f9r the football games took
day.
.
Listenership w·as, at the best, tiny. almost three hours to string the mile of
Although people may have khown cable it took to broadcast the game in a
about the station and of the games professional manner. A computer was
being broad~ast, unless they .took their used to keep very accurate statistics for '
portable radios to the UCF parking lot, all games. All-in-all, it was· a very
.\

,--__----,"'"..

4thof J· uLv-~- ~1.-r-.e-w-0--,

~·

i:

"'4Ppy~~~~-r~~

Time io Order Your Class C

'l

FR·EE CATALOG NOW
To: P & H FIREWORKS CO.
P.O. Box 1643 Pompano Bea~h, Florida 33061

professional operation.
I was one of the lucky ones that got
to work on ·the sports staff these past
two years. For me, the hours put in
were a labor of . love, definitely not
_work. We all went through the ups and
downs of broadcasts together, but one
thing was clear, there were about 10
people working very hard to produce.
the best possible broadcasts. With
people like Cotroneo, Miller · Dave
Bachynski, Dave Westerman, Lee
Taylor, Doug Di~itru, Jolin Green and
others, all pooling their ta.Jents, it had
to work .
A~ I have written in previous columns, Orlando ·has been a· sports
wasteland, where very few spo.rts are
played and even fewer a_re covered by
the media. Stereo 90 now offers a
plea.s ant solution.

then we'll wait and see what the community support is like. We'd love to do
more."
Cotroneo and Jarmuz have been
broadcasting the UCF home .baseball
games this past season.
Once more, the hardworking staff of
YOUR campus radio station rs offering
an alternative to the usual fare offered
by local stations. With the power increase, all of Orlando can join the
listeners ;:ilready tuned in to WUCFFM .
As with all things, there is a catch
here. WUCF-FM needs the support of
everyone, starting right here on campus. But support I don't necessarily
m~an money, but support in terms of
listenership and comments. If you have
listened to Stereo 90, or would like to
make a comment about the type or
quality of broadcasts, call the station.
Write to the editor of the Future. Talk.
to your friends~ Say anything about the
station, but say it. The more people
that ·talk about it, the better the chances of contfouing · the improved
programming.
Since coinmercial stations around
the metropolis of Orlando have abaf!.doned local sp_o-rts, the job of bringing
the story to t~e audience has been put
in Stereo_90's hands. Don't fret though,
you can rest assured; the people of .
Stereo 90 sports are the REAL .. goed
hands" peopl~.
.

Through the hard work of Cotroneo
and ex-UCF baseball player turned
announcer, Chris Jarmuz, and the
cooperation of Bob Willis of the
Orlando Twins, WUCF-FM will be
bringing baseball back to the airwaves
of Orlando beginnfog immediately.'
Essentially, it'll be the Orlando Twins
g.ame-of-the-week broadcast on Stereo
90. Plans worked up this week call for
broadcast of at .le.ast 14 games this
summer.
"We are going to do one game a
week right now,'~ said Cotroneo, "and

Sports Shorts
The 1980-81 Basketball Awards Banquet will be held Monday at 7 p.m. in the
Student Center Multi-purpose Room. The public is invited to att~nd the affair
· which features Coach Ger:ie "Torchy" Cl~rk and his team. There ~ill be an $8
charge for the public

•••

The Future staff squared off against Student G~vernme~t again last weekend
but this time it was on the softball field.
UCF's journalists romped to an impressive 18-3 win as the politicians didn't
score·until the ninth inning.
Staff members will face WDIZ on the diamond next, but no day has been set
for the fiasco.
The Future also extends another challenge to SC members.

•

J

Athleffe Foohfear For The Whole Family
..

:' :;,_. EPA names Wl•ILW•Vw~ Rabbit
~ ~' Dieselhjghe#~~,. .

·: ear for /Wrthyear in a ~r .
.

..

~

-·· ~: ·· · ····· ·: ··· ·,·· · ····· · ·--.-

-

WASHINGTON, Sept·:· I~. The Environm~ntal Pr9tf!ctfon
Agency to~ay announc~ ·=th~
.-. results of Jts annual . ~ts = for
fuel efficiency. Leadin!f'th~_, ... pac~ was once again tl)e
. Volkswagen Rabbit Diesel .
beating out all other cars tested
with a whopping 42 miles t0
i'.!::J//i .('., : -· l~l~~~; Coming in __ he_hin<1

-····· ·····-··············· ·····- -

.

NIKE•ICID POWER•TIGER
TRETORN•CONVERSE•OSAGA
· NEWBAlANCE•BROOICS•ETONIC•PUMA
lnttnllte Mall 1-4 & S.R. 436
Altamonte Sprln91, Fl.. 1a101
(iOS) 131-1911 I

Also-A Full Une ol Aeemories
For All Sforting Meeds

The tests are conducte<f / .;
cars submitted to the EPA
the auto industry itself. r.
C$r .ill tc~ted under con~
that ··.$imulat~ actual ·
road•i·,.1.· .-.·~~· · ·
· ' ! ''' '"'_., . . ,.,.,.. ···· ·.

~·.···· ~
Riding Bajaj
m otorscooters
and getting
up to 100* mpg/.60 .mph, that's what.

6239 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TR.
AT LANCASTER

·851-8510

*Mileage will vary according to
use and condition of machine.

See your Bajaj dealer and join
the rest of the world.

East Orlando Scooters & Mopeds
,7 528 E. Colonial Drive

Orlando, Fl. 32807
273-8370
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r------------------·-.. ------..-----..--UCF golfers to compete ~
~
in nationa.1tournament
- ~S~
I~
~he
:1
r IZ zcr ia ~-fl~ nistora te
I

Although far from a college spectator sport at UCF for the second year
in a row, Wayne Mendel's golf squad
will be represented at the Division II
National tournament held in Hartford
, ConnecticuttMay 19-22.
The Knights number one. golfer,

We sh~uld beat over half the field, but ~ '
I just don't know about
Northern
teams-. "
That's where Snoap has helped Estes .
prepare for the competition. "Doug
has told me ~that the Northern courses
are hillier with fast greens. All I can do

Brad Estes makes his first appearance
at nationals· and · Doug Snoap returns
for his second straight year. .
. A total of 19 .schools and 25 individuals are participating in the tour-

now is keep my game .in shape and 1·
wait until the_ practice round on Monday "
E~tes did just that this past weekend
by finishing third overall in the

ney. Florida Southern, Florida International University, and the University
of Tampa will send their entire teams
and Rollins will send two individuals
to the contest. According to Estes, he's,
proud of the Knight accomplishments.
''Ifu~wehaveilie~ughe~~hedule

in· the-- country. Traditionally, the
South is the-hotbec! for college golf. In
the nationals, teams from the South
~ally take five of th~_!?r_ ~x spots.

Ii

·<i) •

-

· •·

. •

(Fairway Shopping Cen~er)

282 4242

m••'Jl·~~--.Cl\si M11\ ~ .
,.. . ,...... ittl°"'"'*

•

-

.

.

2St·OFF

MON.-THUR. ll:OOAM·ll:OOPM
FRI. & S81.11:~9A_M .. ~:Q.OAM
BSUENDEAYR·:~O&PMW·lO:JOON
. PME

SUBMARINE-SANDWICH

AVAIL •BLE

11 a.m. • 3 p.m.

1 •

LaBelle Invitational in LaBelle, Fla.
The Knights ended the season with a
,
Italian, Ham & Cheese or Meatball
third place team finish behil}d first
place Rollins and runner-up FIU.
EXPIRES: M_AY .~• ~~1
:£\night coach Mendel has nothi_n g ~
.
~
but praise for both golfers. "Brad has
"l\_.__._._.._.._:.-'.'~-----:e
done ilie job fur ITT all y~r . H~s ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
averaging right around 75 per round
before the nationals. We didn't know
Doug was going to Connecticutt until
late· but ~m sure he'll do the job.'.'

THE ·RACfUET BALL
\:,

.

.

$40YEA~LY

CLINICS

r

INITIATION FEE

BEACHWEAR

$3 PER PERSON
COURT FEE

. $15FOR
4 ONE-HOUR CLASSES

... - ===t

; foii!M

T

Ski & Sailboard Rentals, Lessons, Rides
103 OFF

;,
~

>

all m4;!n's & women's swimwear

~

PRIVATE LESSONS
"SERIES Of 5"
SIGN-UP &PREPAY FOR
$25 OFF

~

. ·· .

·I :!'
~

~~·----.........------~----.~··~---S-P-EC-IA_U_S_G_OO_D_T_H-RU_J_U-NE-.--'

.· 203 OFF

I. '

Stinger Honeycomb Slaloms

'., . . .,_, .. D,

with UCFl.D.
14,25 N. Orange Ave.

~

'

Hwy 50 Just west Of Alafaya Tr

SKI WORLD ·
SAILBOARDS
SKIS

(i:\ •

I

1
. 1

l
i
i

~

•

-~

.Across From Lake Ivanhoe

894-5012

.

-

..

-~~
·
.

17-92 & CANDACE DRIVE
Y2MILE N. OF
,,AITLAftD ltlTERCHANCE
- _
FERNPARK
PHONE: 834-6300. .
I~ HAPN

HO'U-R.•
4:30-8:00 DAILY
'.$2. 7$'PIJCHERS

•TIIESDAV•·

..$2~75 PITCHERS/NO COftR
-

•WEDNESDAY•

99¢ IMPORl'S I NO COVER

SOFTBALL TEAMS
.*2. is.tlTctlERS/NO COVER

·GLC HATC..BACK1 STii~

-•THURSDAY• .

I

lADIES DRINi-FREE

'THE GREAT LITILE CAR JUST GOT
.. GREATERRR!

···SUPER SATURDAYS-_•

$5709.90 :::LET£

50¢ ·DRAFT.& *2.SO PITCHERS All DA1 .
~EARING THIS WEE-:.Ufeli•

· INCLUD£4>FREIGHT·PREP
., IUSTPROOFING & PINSTRIPES
EV.ERYTHING EXCEPT TAX & TAG

CONGRATULATIONS
PATRICIA.STANTON
O 1981 SIGMA:CHI SWEETHEART

SPECIAL THANKS TO
OURPASTSWEETHE~RT

LILY CANADY
WE LOVE YOU BOTH
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA CHI

. - ·-

a

-··

-

THE ·MORE YOU LOOK
THE·.MORE YOU LIKE ...

,1
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Opiftion Poll
by Rich <;ibson
.

.

Student Senate: ·Is it childish.~.?
At Tuesday;s student senate meeting
a fight almost broke out. The bout .
would have involved Vice Pr.esident
Marcos Marchena and either Sen.
Mark Donaldson or Sen. George
Ch~ndler. While Marchena began
taking off his shirt in preparation,
Chandler made a motion to adjourn,
the motion passed and the me~ting ended.
As I was leaving the meeting,
numerous senators approached me and
asked me to forget that I was at this
meeting and nQt write anything about
it. That says one of .two things, either
the senators are ashamed of their ow.n
meeting or lack thereof, or they are ·
ashamed of Chandler, Donaldson and
Marchena so much that they 'don't
~ant the university to know that the
three belong to the Senate. If either one
is the case, the~ the senators nee~ to do .
something to change their situation so
the can be united and work together.
The key word is work. They don't
have to like each other to ·work
together. One might have to put a little

more effort into working with someone
he or she doesn't like at first , but be
reminded that the chances of one going
through life, liking everyone he or she
ever works with are highly unlikely .
The same thing needs to apply even
more so, to Chandler, Donaldson and
Ma~chena. All three were all candidates in the recent electi'on, either
presidential or vice presidential all
three were in the run-off and. one of
those candidates is even our next
student b<?dY president. One ·can only
hope he doesn't plan to represent our
university by acting in the same manner he did Tuesday . .
Many senators wanted the university
to know what happened in Tuesday's
meeting. Many hope that student
pressure might force the senate and
student government to stop the game.
playing and start working. For the
sake of those senators and the entire
university, I ho~e so too.

Ken Kilgast, "I like the school, but I
would like to see more social things
so students aren't such strangers to
each other. Lake Claire should be
used for more parties and such."

Jennifer Sharper, "The bus they
have should run on weekends, too .. .I
would li~e more get-togethers for
people of all races, for everybody."

Richard Reim, "They should
videotape more classes ... Continue ·
the add-drop until the end of the
quarter. .. Allow skateboards on
campus."

Elaine Ditton, "I can't believe I'm so
satisfied with UCL.I would ' like
more interesting speakers ... and
public transportation from the
Brevard area."

Laura ljoffman
Editor-in-Chief

'

Question: What would you like to see
changed at UCF? (with the help of
Student ·Governm~nt)

Cheryl Campbell, ·~It ~ould be a
good idea to have more campuswide activities to give the students a
chance to meet each other...I'd also
like more quality guest speakers."

Jerrace Ma~k, "There should be
more emphas·is on people, and their
getting to know each other. They
should be more outgoing. ,

Letter Policy
·: 'Letters-to the editor must be delivered to the t'uture by 5 p.m. on the Monj day prior to publication to be considered for the issue. Letters must not exceed 250 words an~ must bear the -writer's signature, address, and phone
! number. Names will be- withh~ld upon request. Letters should be .typed· or .
priµted clearly. The Future reserves the tjght t~ e~it all letters to fit space
: r~~~men~.

":Mailing
address;......- .. P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida ·3 2816 Editorial
.L..- --· : offi~ phone; 275-2601. Business office .phone: 275-2865.
This public docum~nt was promulgated at an annual cost of $79,060 or 5.3
-eerits . per_, copy -to. 'info~ . the university community. Annual advertising
1evenue of $50,560 defrays 63.9 percent of the annual cost. The Future is
funded through the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by the Student ;
"" : Gove~e~t of the University of Central Florida.
· ~
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OASIS offers help ·determ~n-ing
graduation requirements.

''Ode to.Bobby Sanf!s''
by Tom Gergora

Edltor:

period. . Each department in the
College assigns advisors for this purl would appreciate your assistance ,pose. Any student unable to locate his
via the Letters column in informing or her advisor should see the deparstudents in the College of Arts and tment chairman.
Sciences of a service which is available
I encourage all students in the
to them.
College of Arts and Sciences who have
The Office of Academic Support and credit which should be evaluated for
Information Service (OASIS) provides ' th~ Environmental· Studies Program or
help and assistance to students in the who have any questions concerning
. college in determining correct use of requirements and procedures of the
timeshortened degree, CLEP, and tran- college and university to "visit the
sfer credit toward satisfying University OASIS." The office i~ in room 348 of
graduation requirements. This office the Classroom Building. The phone
prepares and submits for approval number is 275-2492. The OASIS is
petitions for the substituti~n of credit open daily .
_
in the Environmental Sludies (i .e.,
Dean Ralph A. Llewellyn
general education) Program.
OASIS does not advise students
regarding req~irements in their major.
For assistance regarding major
programs students should
meet
regularly with their faculty advisors,
particularly prior to each registration

r~.~~-~-~~~----,

1·

,

I

?'"ou gave your life
For the I.R.A,
Yet nothing has changed,
The bullets still spray.

Sleep so softly, .
So sweetly so sure,
In the hope that tomorrou.
Will bring us a cure.
So little time remains
To quench the violence,
To heal the pains,
For the Sands of the
hourglass
have finally '
faded
away ...

The Killing co,;tinues,
Its such a bloody waste,
Shed a tear for Ireland,
Weep for the human race!
So please BC?bby pfoase:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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been extended
for
Editor in Chief
and
Business Manager
applications
The new deadline is
May 18, 1981 at noon

Editor in Chief
Eligibility: Candidates must
have minimum of a 2.0 gradepoint average at UCF, be at least
a third-quarter freshman, and
must have been enrolled full time '
a·t the university since at least
winter quarter of 1981. In addition, candidates must . have
worked for the Future for at l~ast
two quarters, which may include
the spring quarter of 1981, and
·show their experience and/or
academic achievement in reporting, editing and communication
law.
'

a

I

I

I

I'"

Business Manager
Eligibility: Candidates must
have a minimum of a 2.0· gradepoint average at UCF, be at least
a third-quarter freshman, and
must have been enrolled full time
at the university since at least fall
quarter of 1981. Candidates
must show their experience .
and/or academic achievement in
business
management.
Candidates do not have to be a member of the staff.

______________...
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SENATE- ACTION
-

nm 1

.

Resolution 13-14: Resolution commending the League of Women Voters
and Bill Coffman. This resolution commended the aforementioned for their
help in the presidential election. Passed by unanimous consent.
Biii 13·43: Bill allocating funds for the UCF delegation to the FSA Lobbying Semin~r. This bill will give Student Gov't $903 to attend the FSA
Lobbying Semir.ar in Tallahassee. This money will come from unallocated
reserve.
Biil 13·42: Bill allocating funds to provide for a concert. This bill allocated
$7,500 for the Dave M~son concert on May 16, 1981. The profit from this
·fund will be put into a concert fund.
Biii -Mille-r -appolntment:i>~;e by·-;~r~t ballot--vote 19 yes & 15. no.
Failed because he needed % vote for approval.

.
•

ACREE
BALLARD
BAVMANN
BRIDWELL
CHANDLER
COOK
CREWS
CUNNINGHAM
DONALDSON
·FAIRES
I FERGUSON
.
I FEUERSTEIN
GATES
GERGORA
GODFREY
· JOHNSON,ALLEN
JOHMSON, JEWELL
JOHNSON, KATHLEEN
JOSLIN
JUNGKLAUS
LACEFIELD
. LARR
LEWIS . .
McCULLAR
PALMBACH
PEREZ
POMBER
ROBERTS ·
RODRIGUEZ
ROGERS
SCHICK
SCH ORNER
STIRLING
VEROSK I
WEBER
WEEKS
WINGATE
DAYTONA
BREVARD
SOUTH ORLANDO
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All U.C.F. students are eligible ·
for free dental X-rays and exams."
. Teeth cleanings are only $5. All
. patients ·must first be scheduled .
with
the
dentist
for · an
examination on Mondays from ·
1:00 to 8:00 or Thursdays from
10:00 to 5:00. Cleanings are
scheduled du.ring all other office
hours. We ·are open Monday and
Th~rsday 8:00-~:00, Tues~ay and
W~dnesday 8:00-6:00 and Friday
8:00-5:00. Call 275-2413 or come
by SC 219 for an appointment.

A

y

Sponsored by the FUTURE,
UCF's campus newspaper.

1-9Bl 5

GET YOUR SPRING CLEANING DONE NOW

.\ •//.....

FREE
, CAR CARE .CLINIC
12:00-1:00

Wednesday, May 20
9AM-5PM
Student Center Green

-----------PARTICIPANTS-----------

JIMMY BRYAN TOYOTA
Kl"Gl~UZU

· NORMAN BROTHERS DATSUN
.
REED MOTORS
WILLIAMS ·BROTHERS MAZDA

BILL BROWN VOLKSWAGEN
CENTRAL FLORIDA MOTORS
CLARK CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH
DON MEALEY CHEVROLET
DON REID FORD

Calendar of Events
17

18

19

"Attack of Giant·
Leeches, Attack of
Killer Tomatoes,"
moVies, 8:30 p.m.
SCA
.

"Meatballs," movie,
8:30 p.m., SCA

24

25

Prof. Peter Schlckele
and P.D.q. bach, 8
p.m., Bob carr Aud.

31

20.

2&

21

2

3

22

2s·

23
Bob James concert, 8
p.m., Bob Carr Aud.

Eddie Rabbitt, Dottle
West concert, 8 p.m.
Lakeland Civic.Aud.

College Repub.lfoans,
SC 214, 4 p.m.
•'Night of the Living
Dead," movie,
8:30 p.m., SCA

Memorial Day
Class Cancelled

1 June

27

-

Dave Mason concert,
8 P·~·· UCF gym

29.

30

"Star Trek," movie,
8:30 p.m.; SCA

4

5

6

"Blazing' Saddle~,"
movie, 8:30 p.m.,
EnAud.

.7
''Blazing Saddles,''
movie, 8:30 p.m.,
EnAud.

II

I

Ill

8

9

10

12

13

Final Exams Begin

,~. . .l· l· l · " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .mli!'~ml!i--...............~----. . . .~~--~--------~~--------------rtf"
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u.c.F~STUDENTS
Are~lways

WelcomeAt

THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
· OF,OVIEDO
5 MILESN. OFUCF.ON ALAFAYA lR.
ATTIIBTRAFF1CUGHf
WORSHIP 8:30"& ll:OO a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
:BIBLE STUDY 9:45 a:m. C.T. 6:00 p.m.
· William R. Marr, D. Min., Pastor
Stan Tillman, Minister of Youth & Edu_c.ation
Call For Car Pool Ride
With One of Our Students

'LawleSs' Oviedo

365-3484

by Ed Worley
contrlbutlni writer

Take a New Look, Orlando

fe~Conta~

~

-

AT NO ADDITIONAL· COST:
• Cold Sterilization Kit
• Storage Case ·

Wear lenses home the same day, SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR FULL $55 REFUND WITHIN 45 DA VS. No
need to wait. Enjoy Qulity contcicf lenses _NOW ... at ari
· affordable price. All major brands of Soft Contact lenses

avait~~~~; fo~.A~ij9;.,;.;.tis·~··

•Profeaaio~ Fee Additional

,.
•Price on lat pair only-Examination __
.

Correction and Extended

~~~~ -~~'}~~-s.'. ~~~!~'.~'?~!.

.

by appointment

CONTACT LENS ASSOCIATES
BOB GILMJ\N 0.D., P.A.
Elmco Building - Suite 103
608 E . Altamonte Drive·
Altamonte Springs

Phone

834~LENS .

(5367)

.VJSA° J

When a cameraman from
Orlando's
WFTV
television
station started photographing
Oviedo' s only traffic light,
shopkeepers, motorists and
pedestrians couldn't help but
wonder why.
Patrons at the Town House
Restaurant stared from across
the street.
M~rio Migliorata,
owner of Cigi's pizza .and sub
shop, went outside anit was
' . standing down the block from
the cameraman when another
shopkeeper asked Migliorata
what he was doing.
"I'm waiting for him to turn
around and take my picture,"
Mlgliorata
replied · with
a
chuckle.
"What's Cha.n nel. 9 doing · in
Oviedo?" a young man a~ked.
"We're doing a story on the
speed limits," the newsman answered.
What's so newsworthy about
Oviedo's speed limits? Well, it
turns out they were never legally
established by the City Council
in the first place.
According to Police Chief
Wesley T. Place, the oversight
was "an honest mistake."
Assistant Administrator William
Pinch said the problem was
discovered. whet\ a workman
posted a speed limit sign on the
wrong street.
"We had ·a request to -post a
speed hmit sign on Lake Charm
Circle," Pinch explained. "The
speed limit there is_20 miles per
hour and that's what was posted
on the sign. But, the worker put
the sigrt up on Lake Charm Drive
and that speed limit should be
25 miles per hour."

Pinch said Councilman David
Brashears
questioned
the
change on Lake Charm Drive and
wanted to know by what
authority it was changed. Pinch ·
researched the -books, but could
not find an ordinance.
Place said the situation is Just
the opposite of. so-called "blue
laws" - laws on the books that
are no longer· enforced. This
time, the law was enforced - but
it was not ·on the books.
Leon Holliff, Oviedo's mayor
- from 1971to1977, said when he
was in office he .let the police
chief set the ~peed limits.
"I didn't worry about the ordinance," Holliff said. "I didn't
know we needed one. The police
chief knows more about what the .
speed limits should be than me."
The problem goes back even
before Holliff' s administration.
Place, who has· been with the
department 13 years, said the
limits- 20 and 25 mph in the city
and 15 mph ln school zones-have been there since he joined
the force.
"I don't know when they were
established," be said.
· Although limits were not
legally set, there will be no
rebates
paid
to
speeders
ticketed in Oviedo.
"This has no bearing on any
-tickets written," The -chief explained. "Since I've been here,
we've . only written tickets for
violations over 30 miles per
hour. Everyone else was warned."
Florida statutes call for a 30
· mph speed limit in residential.
areas~ unless cities establish
· their own -limits. Place and his
officers are going by the 3-0 mph
limit now:
In the meantime, the city is
ironing out the legal details to
return the speed limits to the
status quo--legally.

INSIDE LINES
Maga~in~ Edito~
Lee Elliott -

Entertainment Editor
Mark Schledorn
Art by.Kevin Mason and John Williams
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Reconditioned Radiaton-h1_Stoe~
For Most Paueager Can

"LOW PRICE

II

"FREE'' .TRANSPORTATION
IN UCFAREA

· · llllCll~1
RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

=

MASTER CllARGE•VISA•Al1ERICAM txPRESS

275-9327

10662 E ColNial ·tr.

Union Pult

O~!edobuysso~eflrepow~ ,~~~~~~~-;·;·-~=;~
·

Daisy's B~se~ent ·

by Sherry Reed

all-day event starting with a barbeque dinner at 11 a.m. , Activities for the day are still in the
planning stages.
People come from Geneva,
The five-gallon plastic jug Winter
Park,
CasselberryP
holds pennies, nickels, dimes, Chuluota, and Union Park to see
quarters, and even a few crum- . the fireworks display. Valone
pied dollar bills. The sign on the said they expect 3,000 to 5,000
jug reads:
.
people.
"Donations for the 4th of July
Alot of people were dlsappoinFireworks Support the Oviedo ted last year when the fireworks
VFW Post #10139"
program wa·s cancelled due to
A special accou-nt has been set lack of support and donations.
up at the Citizens Bank of To prevent that from happening
Oviedo for donations' also. Con- this year, the VFW has been
tributors are asked to write ·their collecting , donations
since
check out to Fireworks.
January. Bob Valone, fireworks
These donations from the chairman for the VFW, said they
citizens of Oviedo and helpful · are about $1,000 short ·o f their
visitors will pay for the $2500 goal, but he said they are conbill for the annual 4th of July fident that they will collect the
fireworks display, an event needed amount by July.
which some people say is the
The celebration will climax at
biggest event of the year in dusk with ·spectacular bursts of
Oviedo·.
sparkling light. The next day,
The celebration will be held at the jars will begin filling up for
Oviedo High School. It will be an next year's celebration.
Future staff

_~ormer police chief still dishes it o~t
by Cheryl Cass
Contributing writer

Former Oviedo police chief
· Ken Triplett finds himself taking
orders rather than giving them
these days. Instead of giving out
traffic tickets, he spends his time
dishing out ice crea-m.
Now a restauranteur, he's the
owner of Triplett' s Ice Cream
and Sandwich Shop located next
to the Old Homestead on North
Ceritral Avenue in Oviedo.
Leaving police work after ~2
years, Triplett said he had two
choices: to dig ditches or wash
dishes.
He decided to wash
dishes.
Although he says,
dishing out ice cream can
sometimes be like digging a ditch
with a teaspoon. .
..
The shop is housed in a red
barn with white doors. The in;.
terior has · decorations from an
old ice cream parlor on one wall,
yellow flowered wallpaper on
another, wood paneling, a brick
floor and yellow counter. Country is the feeling. Country is also
how Triplett describes himself.
Triplett and his wife, Betty, run
the shop with the help of Luanne
Reynolds. Mrs. Reynolds says
her boss gets. along well with
people and is easy-going, the
best boss in the world.

While taking a break behind
the store Triplett reminisces.
about his days as a police officer. He remembers when there
was a light on a pole downtown
that you turned on when you
needed a policeman. Talking
about his days as chief of police,
he remi_n ds one of Andy Griffith.
He says people have made the
comparison before.
Triplett is soft-spoken,. mildmannered and about 6'2" but: the
· similarities don't stop there.
Like •Griffith, Triplett hardly .
ever carried a gun when he was a
police officer. He said: "I don't
like guns. I could use one if I had
to. I couldn't see that. I needed
one." Most of the time if he had to ·
arrest someone, he would call
them up and tell them to come
down to the police station.
·
Triplett said over-all he found
peop~ in Oviedo to be real nice,
like relatives. This sometimes
made it a little tough for him to
be a police officer.
He said he felt sorry for the
people he had to put in jail. One
can -picture these same words
coming from Andy Griffith.
A distress call comes from his
wife. Triplett is needed to handle sotn~ rowdy youths. He goes
back inside to establish order in
his new domain. Some things
never change.

UCF
NIGHT

May 26, 'a1
SHOW TICK~.TS $3.25
(with UCF. l.D. I
<t)<t). -

•

••

ALSO INCLUDED IN SHOW TICKET:
HAND eLAPPING SING-A-LONG •
• RAZZMATAZZ \IAUDEVJLLE •
•
PEANUT THROWING •

(JDS) 425•9991

SPRING
Save $397 to .$ 487 On
Capri Special Value Packages!

.The First '82 Is Here NOW!

LN7

Sporty aerodynamic beauty ••• new "bubbleback" design,
- with o_u tstanding.fuel economy.
28* EPA est. mpg,
45 hwy. est.

·

' Mileage may vary
based on driving speed
and road conditions.

CFM Has Them Alli
Whatever you're looking for •• : Lincolns, Marks, Mercurys,
Zephyrs or Lynx's ••. they're atl at Central Florida LincolnMercury, all at very realistic prices.

America's Oldest Lincoln-Mercury Dealer.
West Colonial at Tampa Avenue.
841-4550

--~-.,------~-------...---~-·y
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.C ountryside Co-op: more than . a .stor.e ·
.

~

by Jennifer Parramore
Contrlbutf111: wrtter

Once a trip to the grocery store
was.a social visit with neigh~ors,
and often the kid down the street
bagged the groceries. But now
shopping is a hurried, imper·
sonal venture through aisles of
. prepackaged,
cellophaitecovered containers.
Although the Mom-and-Pop
grocery store has given way to
supermarket chains, Oviedo has
a modern-day ·version of 'the
familiar neighborhood store In
the form pf the Countryside Co·
-0p. Tucked between Jim's World
of Wheels and Bob Valone's
Used Cars on Highway 520, the
small, one-room shop Is barely
noticeable from the road. A
wooden sign, about 2 feet ·by 4
feet, ls stuck in the sand at the·
road's edge, and it reads "Countryside Co-op.,,
Countryside · Co-op offers a
congenial alternative to the fare
.of a Publix or Fairways. In this
health .food store, the clerks are
friendly and casually dressed.
They frequently address · the
· shoppers by name. A breeze
wafts through the screened windows and doors. Customers bag
their own groceries.
Co~ntryside Co-op Is a not-forprofit · corpora tlon which ls
owned and operated by its m~m
.hers, according to Patty Bean,
one of its three coordinators.

"A food co-op isn't like a .retail
health food store. We rely on the
work of our members to run the
co-op and they get discounts on
their food, depending ·on the
· number of hours worked,-,, Ms.
Bean said. Typical tasks include
stocking shelves, cleaning-up,
and. weighing, pricing and
checking items.
Lining the walls of the natural
fo9d shop are plain, wooden
shelves, inelegant in design, but
strong and functional.
The
shelves. are laden with an assor. tment of cooking oils, note paper
and toilet tissue made from
recycled paper, vitamins and
whole grain crackers and
breads.
In one corner are clear, glass
canisters filled with flour, rice
and several varieties of beans
and peas, Teady for a customer
to scoop out whatever quantity
h e wls h es to b uy.
On another -wall of the tidy
shop, which smells of fresh food
is a bulletin board covered with
notes and handbills announcing
home canning classes, mee~ings,
aikido lessons; and a new type of
shoe which massages feet· while
wearing them.
Outside the
backdoor is a sandbox for shopper's children to play in.
The three refrigerators and a
freezer take up a lot of space in
the shop, which is only about 20
feet by _30 feet. However, they
are necessary to store pro~uce

and dairy products and, of course, ice cream made from fresh
cream.
Natural products:--organically
·grown vegetables or products
free of chemical additive~·-are
usually more expensive than
typical supermarket foods. The
average person cannot afford to
shop r~gularly in a health foo~
store~ said Kay Irvin, one of the
co-op' s ihree coordinators.
"The co-op is still a little more
expensive than a large grocery
store, but it's worth it to us to
know what's in the · food and
whe.re it's been," Ms. Irvin continued. "I do almost all my
shopping ·here.
··we keep basics like flour,
grains, beans -and milk all dthe
·
time.
We can specia 1 or er
anything you can .get in a health
· food store;' and sell it cheaper
. because of the discount to mem.
d
hers, s h eexp Iaine .
A family membership Is $10 a
year, Ms. Irvin said. This fee
enables members· to pay only 10
to 30 percent above the actual
cost of the food, depending upon
the number of , hours they've
worked the previous month.
Non-mel}lbers are welcome and
can shop one time" without
· payi'1g the fee. To avoic;I confusion -in theii bookkeeping
system, however, regular shoppers must become members, she
added.
Ms. Bean said the co~op began

·in January 1980. The 20 charter
members ordered food together
through Orlando's Freesto~e Coop, and distributed the items in
the garage of her Oviedo home.
Although ·each of the coordinators had been members of'
Freestone, none had any experience operating a co·Qp or
any other type of businessA
Ms. Irvin said, "We were just·
housewives and mothers who
wanted to buy good food for our
families."
A side benefit of the co-op has
been a bond of community which .
members share. They gather ·on'Ce a month at a potluck supper to
discuss business. "As important
as the food is the fell owship of
wor ki ng t ogeth er, " Ms. 1rv1n·
id A i f
t
1b t
· s~ t. n n ·~r~a ~r er sys ;m
1
0
001
s . t:.n
a e;~ opera es
abmbongitti em. d i ey swap
a ys ng, gar en ng, carpent
d h t
h
Th.
·
ry an b P.k0 ograr ~
ere ts
even a ee eeper n e group.
Ms. Irvin said the co-op i~ . ·
growing with every ordei:. They
are currently looki~g for a larger
place, mostly so the children of
shoppers and workers have more
room to play. Higher rent and
expenses, however, are the main ·
limiti:ltions. She said the coordinators want to keep the
n:ianagement of the co-op as
simple as possible and the costs
to members as lo~ as possible.

Sophomores.
It's.not too late
to take

ROIC.
·Beat the clock, see usnow.

JIMMYeJleBRYJ\N
TOYOTA:

Because by the time you're a junior, it'll be too late.
MAJORJAMESD. HORNADAY

ORLANDO'S NO. 1
DEALER!
Hwy. ~36 & University Blvd.
678-1234

University of Central Florida
Orlando, Florida 32816

@ ARMY R6Tc .·
1

·

.THE COURSE IT PAYS TO TAKE.
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Will the RF&P boxcar ro~l again?
b~

Michael Lafferty

>CICCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC~CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

Future Staff

Sometimes exceptions can be
made and rules can be bent.
When these accomodations were
made for Dr. Hugh Gregory's
caboose, which is listed as a
house trailer although it's in a
residential section, it was so his
daughter Marie could live there
under the calm oaks in Oviedo
while she was going to school.
But the ·seminole County
Zcming Board is cracking down
on house trailers in growing
Oviedo. So the caboose has to
go.
Marie · Gregory has
graduated and so thi~ piece of
rail history, now a single person
efficiency, has to find another
piece cf track to rest its many
rusting wheels on.
:::iccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccco .
On this clear Saturday morning
Gregory's neighbor, a prim
white· haired
grandmotherly
Right now, the pale blue ex· torney_:_s offi_!:~ _ _ _ _
woman, was telling Gregory terior of the caboose stands in
Originally built as a cattle
what a shame it was the '"char- contrast to the green foliage car in 1918 for Richburg, ·
ming'' car had to be moved. She surrounding it. The caboose is Fredericksburg and Potomac
pointed out it's· not at all like the out of its element, away from the rail company, it was converted
other ugly trailers the board was cars it used to follow which now into a caboose in the war year of
having moved . . She glanced at decay and rust in rail yards. It 1943. Marie set about to turn it
the car several times ... a machine was rescued from a similar fate into a home, its third identity.
from her generation being shuf- by Gregory's wife and daughter She decided to keep the same
fled ta another locat•on ... no who found it in the Amtrak and pale, fading blue . paint and
Auto-Train station in Sanfo.rd.
longer useful.
original lettering on the outside.
So the 40 foot long, ,. 10 foot The old steel platform from
"I've reapplied and been tor·
ned down," Gregory said with a wide caboose, weighing over 26 which the conductor screamed
bit of resignation about the tern- tons, was brought with the car. It "Board!" in its earlier days was ,
. porary permit which had allowed rests beside another buildlng also left the same.
the caboose to remain. "I'm Gregory owns which functions
But the inside was to undergo a
tired of fighting them."
both as a music school and an at- complete facelift. A kitchen was

constructed with all the conveniences of home. Pictures of
horses all around the kitchen indicated her fondness for the
creatures. She built a dining
table just opposite the kitchen
and spread a . · traditional red·
checked
country
tablecloth
across it; appropriate for a small
country town like Oviedo. A
strong smell of pine still comes
from the boards which panel the
interior of the caboose. The
bathroom holds an antique
bathtub which has ornate legs
and Haired edges at the top. Its
fine white porcelain is unscrat·
ched.
The middle of-the car holds its
most unique feature. Three steep
wooden stairs lead to a 10 foot
by 10 foot loft which is a
bedroom and small guest -room.
The white lace curtains on the
one window opens to reveal the
deep green woods outside. The
rear of the car is a living room
dominated by the desk where
Marie studied.
Her graduation opened the
problem of what to do with a 26·
ton caboose. The cost of moving
it is high. There aren't many
locations where it can be moved.
Gregory does have an option
which is open to him. He can sell
the caboose, but his wife, who
has grown attac~ed to the car,
doesn't approve. Still, Gregory
says it's yours, track and all, for
$10,000.
Relic, conversation
piece, home, whatever someone
might choose to use it for.

NOW OPEN

REED MOTORS
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SINCE 1950

.UNIVERSITY SQUARE

AMC-JEEP-RE.NAULT
DATSUN

7416 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

"WE'VE GOT.THE SHARPEST.
PENCIL IN TOWN"

Salads.
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Plus:
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That tree
by Lee Ell.I ott
M•1•zlne editor

The hollow cypress tree on
Oviedo's "Arie Corner," part
~hurch, part bus stop, is mostly
~verlc;>0ked by pa.ssers-b¥.
Judging from its girth--nearly
30 feet around at the base--the
tree has been there hundreds of
years. It hasn't. The tree was
moved to this place slightly north of Oviedo· on State Road 419
some time after 1928 by a farmer, George Marshall Arie, for
reasons known only to hi~.:.
_
Screened from the road by a
younger growth of cypres~es, the
tree is difficult to spot. The side
fa.c ing 419 looks like a tiny country church left to the churchmice,
or a bus stop on a defunct transit
system. The doorway is a,· small
white screened foyer·-minus
screens. A jaloused window
facing north gapes permanently-the glass long gone. On the back
side_is a . rusted but intact meta.I
ladder to the top.
Above .the door is a metal
cross, its white paint now
_stained and flaking, its message
n·o longer legible: "I once a fig
tree, look at me now."
If the exterior is churchlike, the ·
interior is more like a strange
natural cathedral. The floor is
paved in concrete. The walls are
ringed with a continuous concrete .
bench which seats five or six
comfortably. The inner surface
of the tree is grooved with hat·chet marks and the runnels of,
that species' wood. As in Gothic
architecture, all lines dr.a w the
"Oh no!" she says, amused. "He
eye upward. The top was cut off wasn't a bad man. He just wasn't
with a chainsaw and replaced · religious. I don't know why he
with ~ glass skylight after its wrote that. I never did ask
move. Until a few years ago, ·a · him ... we (the family) never did
light burned atop the glass at find out what was in his mind."
night. George Arie m_a intained
She does remember the more
the tree as well as he could, but practical aspects of the tree's
his last years in a nursing home-- renovation: "It was on our farm,
which ~nded with his death in ·about four or five miles outside
March, 1980--left 'the tree un- Oviedo. It h.as been hollow when
caredifor.
that storm--that hurricane• -Arie's . widow; a gracious came through in the '20s and
woman with the poetic ap- blew it down. Ge~rge cleaned it
pei!~tion Mary Arie, says she
out and put it on the corner. They
doesn't know why her husband used to call it Arie's Corner. We
left that part,icular-quote on the don't own it now--~ut he put it
tree. Was he a religious man? Is there and put the lights. and
the message a reference to the things on it~' she says.
blasted, unfruitful tree in the
George
Arie's
peculiar_
Bible?
memorial still stands, but it is

badly decayed; all that time,
labor and expense slowly crumbling and -rusting away. It
probably will not long outlast the
man with the quirky message.
But as Mary Atie says, "it kind
of makes people think, doesn't
it?"

•Editor's
note--Mary -Arie's
memor-y is not slipping. "That
hurricane" was and is known
only as that hurricane. Tl\e
Weather Bureau didn't start
naming the storms until the '50s.
This storm ripped ~ through
Florida and Georgia between
September 6 and 20, 1928,
leaving 1,836 people dead.

Both sid.es of ·the tracks
agraria~ heritage as the w
world.
·

Photos by

STUDENT-GOV·.ERNMENT.
.

-

·oF,FERS
·
.

·. LE.GAL -SERVICES
Salisbury Apartments

l~surance?

Large Studios $210

HOURS:
Mon.-Fir. 9:00-5:30
' Sat. I 0:00-4:00
, Closed Sundays

2 Bedroom, 1 Bath $300
2 Bedroom, ·1 1/2 Baths $310
2 Bedroom, 1 V2 Bath $345
Townhouse
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath $390
Available Now

GOT .PROBLEMS WITH: - - - - - - Landlords.?
Contracts? ·
'The ·Police?

PHONE:
273-7141
5946 Curry Ford Rd.

College Students Welcome

Scudent Government seeks · to provide
students at the University of Central Florida
with Legal services in matters affecting their
welfare as students. Services provided include
ll),ndlord
. tenant, •'" consumer,
and
_discrimination problems. Also, noncriminal
.- traffic cases, divorce, conversion 9{prope:rty,
and name .change transactors. .
"
·.· ·_ O~r p_rogram offers legal.- advice, const\ltation _and document drafting ~ of
charge to· students in need of services. Call
215-2538 or stop by S.C. 210 for more information or an appoinment. .
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A fin~ and private place
by Lisa Lewenthal

--

Contributing writer

"The only interesting or
historical thing around here,·
besides that old sulphur well, is
that man who was buried with
his dog out in the cemetery,"
said a young Oviedo woman. In
the southeast corner of the quiet, .
oak-shaded cemetery of Oviedo,
is the grave of Carl Farnell. The
headstone reads:
Carl M. Farnell
PVT 147-ENGRS
WWI .
Sept. 26, 1982 July 10, 1947
At the foot of his grave is a
smaller headstone: .
BUSCO
Reg. Bos'ton Tertier
1935-1947- .

reflect Oviedo' s strong
~atercress capital of the .

1
that was buried there by hbn. He
When residen~s of Oviedo are
,. was very devoted to that dog and
asked -why Carl Farnell and his
dog are buried next to one
the dog was to him--you know, it
another, the stories vary.
was mutual."
The young woman who first . ' ·Recal1ing Farnell and Busco,
mentioned the graves said she
Mr. A.M. Jones said, "He was a
had seen the headstones when
little dog. He would just lay
she used to walk thrnugh the
around Carl's grocery store-cemetery on her way home from
under the counter, on the counschool. She said the dog had
ter. He'd go out and come back
died where he is buried, at the
in and lay around some more.
foot of his owner's grave.
Sometimes he'd lay ·out in the
Andrew '~Andy" Aulin, a native
street. You know, there weren't
of Oviedo, said, "You know, I
many cars around then."
heard that little dog found where
When asked about the laws
they had buried Mr. Farnell and
banning the burial of animals in
stayed there. He wouldn't eat or
a "human" cemetery, _ Jones
drink--just stayed there by that
replied, "We didn't have laws
grave until he died."
like that back then. If nobody obC~ S. Lee, a boyhood friend of
jected, that's the way it was.
Farnell's, said, "Now that you
Back then you did . pretty well
mention it, Carl did have a dog
wh_a t you wanted to, as long as
you didn't infringe on someone
else~ That ·was a different era.
You were living in a time when
people did what they dog-gone
well pleased."
Ge.o rge Kelsy was a neighbor of
Farnell's. Kelsey said that Farnell did have a dog who followed
him everywhere he went. In
describing Busco; he said, "I
don't know ·e xactly what kind of
dog it was--it snorted all the
time. He had a· little flat pug
nose. It looked like he had a
breathing problem.''
. Then Keisey' s account of
Busco took a different twist than
the other. stories. He said,"That
littl~ dog just died of old age. In
fact, the dog died before Carl--it
could have been the same year, ·
but he died before Carl for sure. I
remember 'C arl . and his wife
bought a little casket for the dog
and had a headstone made, then
they, had a little funeral .for ·him
·and had. him buried in their
backyard. His wife would always
. keep fresh flowers on the grave.
After Carl died, she sold the ·
house and had the dog--or maybe
just the headstone--moved to the
. cemetery by Carl."
When Mr. Kels~y was asked
why the first stories were so
inaccurate, he replied with a
smile, "HQney, this is Peyton
Place."

~evinMason

JOIN THE EXCITING WORLD
OF KELLY SERVICES
SOUTH ORLANDO
6880 Lake EJlenor 'Dr .. Suite 100

855-5476
WINTER PARK
1850 Lee Rd., Suite 335

. 828-1973
Equal Opportunity Employs; MIF ·

IELL~

SERVICES

The
"Kelly Girl"

People

NEED A TEMPORARY JOB?
KELLY GIRL HAS THEM!
Kelly Girl, the runber 1 and l•gest clerical ~ary service In ()lando. has Immediate openings for:
·
• Secretaries
• Typists

• Accounting Clerks
• Word Processors

We are not an agency Clld never charge a fee. We have office locations In both Winter
Park and South OrlClldo. You will always work clo&e to h«ne .
KB.lY GIRL has the largest and best trained staff of permanent personnel within our
industry.
.

e Arate d pay within cu i~ that far e OW corporation Im 34 years d
· exceeds ncrmat anounts. ·
experience within oor industry.
• Two permanent cierical office locations to • We have 108 different job cateQ«ieS.
SIM cu emplCJ¥98S llld cu custcrners. • D>.IXXl skilled persoone1 have joined Kelly
• Autcmatic pay lncreas llld incenttve
Services in cu a cifices worldwide.
boooses.
• 11% d the Fortune 500 alread'j use Keliy
Services.
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A casual kind of restaurant
it's as If she c~µ just tell what the
Payroll doesn't seem to be a
conversation is about by the problem for the Fin and Feather
table, where the regulars sit . .
either, since half the checks go to
"Everyone just feels at home
the Johnson children. Andy does
"People come here to . 'chew here/' said Johnson. "It's not the malntainance, Mark does the
the fat' . Workers come In at five all fancy, and people can kick payroll, Suzanne cooks and
and sit for an hour sipping their their shoes off and relax.
closes, Tommy is a cashier, and
coffee, trying to decide who Everyone
knows
they're David is an all-around helper.
caught the biggest fish over the welcome and I don't mind if they
The Fin and Feather also gives
order
or
not.
It's
like
a
melting
·out
free birthday cakes, even to
· weekend," says Janice Johnson,
owner o( the .Fin and Feather, p·o t for retirees."
non-regulars.
Everyone sings
For regular entertainment, a happy birthday and everyone
located on the corner ef Geneva
you_ng lady named Mary Lou shares the cake.
· Drive and Broadway in Oviedo.
, She pointed out the Liars table, Willis voluntarily drops by from
The Fin and Feather has never
The Conference table and the time to time to pound some dust been robbed. If someone ever
Advisers ·table, and explained , off the old upright pi~no. Every ·left the door unlocked, the first
that people · come Into the · night Is a surprise, Johnson said, . person to . come along would
restaurant for more than just a because she never knows who probably just come In and start Fin and feathers's window
art. - ' -- - ·
the morning coffee.
good piece .of chicken. She said wUI pop in next.
_by Heather Baldwin
Contrlbutkqr writer

J

SMOKE GEIS IN YOUR EYES?
Are you living in an apartme~t?
Do you wa~t to insure your belongings.
against f'IRE, THEFf, SINK HOLES, ETC ? .
I'm Kirk Thompson, licensed in all areas
of insurance, including medical, life, auto,
motorcycle, homeowners, renters, and
mobile homes.
As a fellow UCF student I can better
understand the needs of a college student.
I'll be happy to give you a free quote
anytime by phone or in person. Office
Hours: 12:30-5:30, or call after hours ;lt
678-8636.

LOUNGE
and
-PACKAGE
• Dan~e to your
favorite music
•·240toot
Conversation

~,,;; ~;z63~~ c=>(

KIRK A. THOMPSON

·sar

SUITE I 09 752 3 ALO MA AVE. (Across From Goldenrod Barnett Bank)

OPEN7DAYS
SUNDAY-WEDNESDAY 11 TILL 12
THURSDAY-SAT~RDAY 11 TILL 2

:1suzu
1itu·car ,.·
llMML
·.··'""... ·.

.a·
ftlr84Yearl!
ftllMI

·aalU · .....
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. College Students·
.Catch That Pepsi Spirit!
Summer and Full-time Openings Now Available
Earn Up To $1,500 per Month
Pepsi-Cola is looking for high calibre college students and graduates to work in our bottling operations. We have challenging entry-level positions in the following areas:

Manufacturing

.

Assume a supervisory position in our bottling operations. Responsibilities include directing and
maintaining the most efficient method of producing cans. glass and plastic beverage bottles at a
quantity and quality that will satisfy Gur customers.

Finance
You wilrmaintain all accounting and administrative records, and submit reports according to established guidelines. Primary responsibilities will include entries into g£:lneral ledger accounts and
journals. Additional responsibilities include monitoring accounts payable, cash receipts. and
inventory.

. ·--:..~·tllMIOIATE
OELIVERY!
uiurafttle new fuelecooomy.
·from
•

'I

••

.,._ •

.). t I·,~•,

•

.... ~

•.C. .• -·

...1

:

.,

,,

•

hign:.,~ automobile

•

Japan

'Qrfftgs &4 years of solid engineerlngi.in·both.gaso1ine and diesel

I ~~~~ ~nJque cqmbination of American and Japanese technof6g'y'for today's speci~I driving Reeds . .· :· .·.
,

SEE IT AT THE UCF CAR SHOW!

1406 Sand Lake Raad
Oriandb • sss-:9220

Sales ·
Take charge of your own geographic sales area! You will be responsible for all activities in
achieving sales plans and marketing objectives. This position supervises the sale of our product
to all battle and can accounts as well as implementing sales and marketing goals for each
account.
Pepsi has a detailed management trainee program providingigraduates and summer interns with
intensive development. If you are an aggressive career-minded student, please send your confidential resume, indicating area of interest.to:

[$]

Mr. Bob Sherwood

PEPSI - COLA COMPANY
1700 Directors Row
Orlando, Florida 32809
an equal opportunity employer m/f
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U(:F catches Spring Fever

'f.. .

The spirit of competition hangs over the co·u rtyard.

by Mark Schledor~
Entertain~e-;;:t editor

.. "

·

Clear skies and a cool breeze
provided the perfect setting for a
week <Jubbed "Spring Fever" by
the student center.
· Tuesday proved to carry on the
. a Guiness Book world
'
fever with
record day in the student center
courtyard.
Contests . includ~d lifesaver
· sucking, seed spitting, hot dog
eating, pretzel eating (without
water), coed watermelon eating
and° the most repulsive of all, raw
oyster swallowing.
Lending credibility to the occasion was Heidi Hallelson who
is the world champion oyster
·shucker. Hallelson has appeared
on such_shows as "Real People,"

"PM Magazine" and "The
Tonight Show."
Her current record is six dozen
in
one
minute.
Hallelson
provided
demonstrations
in
shucking and eat~ng during the
course of the afternoon.
. Competing in the ~vents were
teams from various campus
organizations including Carn.pus
Ministry, Tri Delta, the Student
Center, and Sigma Chi. Campus
Ministry scored big with wins in
lifesavei: ~ucking, egg eating and
hot dog eating.
The biggest surprise of the day
was in the oyster ea ting contest
when Betsy Hennis of the Ski
Club devistated all co~petition by
downing 51 .raw oyster_s in a
minute and a half.

W~rld

Paul Magnant gets a fist/full of watermelon.

champion Heidi and the finished product.

Photos by JoM Williams
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Mason is an old hand at rOck and .r oll

Photo by Manhall tllimlln

Dave Mason

Guitarist Dave Mason will be in
the UCF gym tomorrow night
performing his music that spans
over a decade.
His earthy style first caught the
ears of rock fans In the mid
1960s. While being a roadie for
the Spencer Davis Group, Mason
met a then child prodigy
keybQardist we've all come to
know as.Steve Wlnwood.
He and Winwood along with
Jim Capaldi and Chris Wood
formed a band called Traffic.
The success of Traffic was
phenomenal, beginning with the
hit "Feelin' Alright" which was ·
penned by Mason.
As usual In multltalented bands, Ideas started to go In different directions and following
the release of a second Traffic
album, Ma,son left the group.
Jn the year .that followed he

joined Delaney and Bonnie on a biggest hit "We Just Disagree."
Ma.son followed this with
tour with Eric Clapton and ideas
"Mariposa
De Oro"(Golden Butfor his first solo album were conterfly)
named
after his Los
ceived.
With the studio assistance of Angele'S home. .
In 1980, he released "Old
Delaney and Bonnie, Leon
Russell, . Rita Coolidge, Carl Crest on a New Wave." The title
Radle and Jim Gordon, 1970s of this album is misleading in
"Alone
Together"
gained that it doesn't offer Mason in the
New -Wave mode but rather
widespread critical reviews.
Mason caught the Industry by proves that traditional rock and
surprise In 19 71 by rejoining roll and its artists are here to
Traffic for a live album entitled stay.
"Welcome to the Canteen."
Three years later he emerged
with a third album backed by the
.likes of · Stevie Wonder, Greg
Reeves and Graham Nash.
In the four years that followed, Lee Ritenour
Mason released four albums inMark Schledorn
.e luding "Dave· .Mason,""Cer- · by
Entertainment editor
tlfied Live/'"Split Coconut,"
and the platinum "Let It Go, Let
Lee Ritenour Is one of the most
It Flow," which contaln_ed the In demand studio guitarists
around. His credits Include work

N.e wVi.n yl

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • for artists ranging from Steely
Dan to Barbara Streisand. He
boasts 2,000 studio sessions a
year and his 1977 album "Captains Journey" netted him a
Grammy nomination.
Before this album's release,
Ritenour thought it might be interesting
to
ship
some
promotiona! copies to a group of
midwestern radio stations. The
prints' contained f\o label and a
blank jacket. The ·experiment
was conducted to free Ritenour
from his "jazz musician"· label
and to introduce him to the pop
audiences.
His story is fast becoming a
common one. A truly talented ar- .
tist becomes afflicted with the
big bucks syndrome and begins
turning out mindless funk a. la
George "disco" Benson. With l}is
latest release, Ritenour follows
the trend.
"Rit" opens with "Mr. Briefcase," a catchy tune featuring the
. vocals of newcomer Eric Tagg
who also co-wrote ·most of the
non-instrumental material on
the album.
Tagg's voice possesses no
unique qualiti~s. He's simply a
run of the ·mill AM radio pop
singer singing run of the mill ·p~p
songs and wasting nearly the
whole first side.
Only' Dreamwalk:' a traditional
Ritenour instrumental ballad,
saves this side from being a total
loss.
Side two is better but barely.
This is probably because Tagg
doesn't sing anymore.
"Countdown," "Good Question';
and "on the Slow Glide" follow an
annoying pattern of guitar tease.
What· the listener gets is five
minutes of funky · stuff and
somewhere near the end of each
song Ritenour breaks in with
some really
decent licks.
However, none of these bursts
·~st more than a few seconds.
The ~ne question that lingers
iafter listening to this album is
:why would a guitarist, who is so
·good he's been nicknamed Cap'ta in Fingers, want to turn out
this l<ind of rubbish.
It can only be hoped that his
experiment falls. and next time
Ritenour will take us on another
Captains Journey.
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Two classical performances
on campus

~

f'age II .
THE UNivrnshy THEATRE

CJ

tPam~d' alJea
-A MusicAl _CoMEdy
by GEORGE HAi MSOJiN

by Vi'!ian Katz

music is more ornate and
·somewhat more involved than
The UCF M~sic Department is modern guitar music.
sponsoring two special ·events
This is Provost's third visit to
this week. The first is a visit by UCF, · due to his popularity
classical
guitarist
Richard among the university's music
· P~ovost. He will perform tonight students.
at 8:30 p.m. in the Music - The concert will cost $4 for
Rehearsal
Hall.
Tomorrow general ·admission and $2 for
Provost will hold a lecture on the students. The lecture admission
history of guitar, demonstrate is$5.
various instruments and present
Composer and pianist Soulima
a slide show. The lecture, Stravinsky~ son of famous
·scheduled from 10 a.m. to 12:30 Russian composer Igor Stravinp.m -:. , will also be in the rehearsal . sky will be on campus May 19.
hall.
He
perform and lecture
Provost will perform using a Tuesday at noon in the Music
Baroque guitar which has five Rehearsal Hall.
·courses of double strings. " it
The performan~e and lecture is
sounds like a harp's cascading free and open to the general
sound," said Lesko: Baroque· public.
c~~uttns writer

A~d RobiN MillER .

will

Camp._s snack bar offers
mQre variety
The new campus snack bar is an excellent place to eat with a
var-i ety of lunch items at a reasonable price.
Deli-boats co~sisting of ham, roast beef, or turkey include a choice
of cole slaw or potato .s alad and deep fried tortilla chips with a
mildly spiced cheese sauce.
The quarter pound hot dog is another good choice and for $2 it in·
eludes steak fries or cole slaw. The mushroom burger is also good.
Students now have a place to buy other than carbonated beverages
including lemonade, frult punch, and a tropical treat called "Bang."
The atmosphere is bright and the snack bar Is open for breakfast,
lunch and dinner from 7 :30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
The snack bar is conveniently located on ·the northwest corner of
campus next to the book store.
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GOOD THRU 5/28/81
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FUTURE/UCF

Mart
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ALL STORES OPEN 7 DAYS

•Apopka Square (Hwy. 436) •Colonial Plaza
~- ,
•Interstate Mall (1-4 & 436) •S~lvef ~nes Shoppi~g. Center (Pine Hills) ·
•Mill Creek Mall (Kissimmee)
•Aloma Shopping Center (W.P.)
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NOW SERVING BREAKFAST 6:30-11:30

BRAT SUPREME

Ham, Roast Beef, Turkey, Swiss Cheese

JAS.ON DELUXE

Ham, Turkey, Cotto Salami, Provolone Cheese

HOAGIE
.
.
ROAST BEEF (Available in Brat Jr.)
HAM'N .CHEESE (Available in Brat Jr.)
CORNED BEEF (Available in Brat. Jr.)
REUBEN

"$2.05
-

. -1

CO.UPON -

soc OFF

-

.52.-00 1-$2.00 I
_Sl~'O I
$1.851

·sf:95 I

CHICKEN FILLET
CHEESE SANDWICH

$1.70

Corned Beef Swiss Cheese sauerkraut

TURKEY (Available in er~t Jr.)
.
P'ASTRAMI
Smoked & Spicy

~~:1SA
.

~~DUR. 1.35

PLATIER 1.94 . BOWL
·

f

l-1:10

I

II
I
I
I
I
I

~~~~Fe~~~

I
$2.20 I
SALAD PLATIER
$1.85
WITH THIS COUPON.
$185 I
YOU MAY
-· :
·PURCHASE UP TO
5 ·:~ I 3 SANDWICHES WITH

""

Seeusatthe
University of
Central Florida
Auto Show May.20!

. - THIS SINGLE .

I COUPON EXPIRES
I - MARCH 26, 1981

_I

I
I
~~~------~

MUCH MUCH.MORE

PH. 33·1-4241 OR CARRY OUT
990 Semoran at Red Bug Road

DINE IN

NEXT TO BIG 10 TIRE STORE .

CASSELBERRY, FLA. 32707

'4~ody does it .b etter••• ~ longer!

.CllRYsLEROPLYMOUTH
CLARK
HIGHWAY ·436 EAST-CASSELBERRY
(305) 831~7700 "
•un•••••••••.,.,.ti

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,.

•••••
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ONLYTHEARMYGIVES
YOU TWO WAYS TO LOWER
THE COST OF EDUCATION IN JUST TWO YEARS.
LOAM FORGIVENESS

I~ fact, in.just two years you can accumulate up to
$9,200 for grad school (Only the Army can offer you a twoyear enlistment.)
It's not a loan, so you'll never have to worry about
making payments. It's simply a s~vings p~ogram between you
and the government.
THE ARMY'S COLLEGE BENEFITS
If you save between $25
and $100 of your monthly
Per Mo. 2 Yrs.
You Save:
$100 $2,400"'
Army pay, the government will
Gov'tAdds
match that amount two2-for-.l:
$200 $4,800
for-orie. On top that, you
Total:
$300 $7,200
might qualify for an exclusive
Army Adds:
$2,000
Army educational incentive
$9,200'~'~
Total Benefits:
of $2,000. (Longer enlistments
'~Maximum individual contribution .
can re~ult in higher incentives.)
· during a 2-year enlistment.
. And you can participate in
'*Certain 4-year enlistments ~ . . . n get you
as much as $14. 100 for college. plu_s a $5.ooo VEAP at the same time you're
cash enlistment bonus for a total of $19' 100. receiving loan forgiveness.
So, in just two years, you can go back to school with 2/3 of
your debt behind you and up to $9 ,200 for your education ahead
of you. (Of course, a longer enlistment could result in·more educational benefits.and 100% loan forgiveness.)
To find out more about both ways to serve your country
If your dream is to continue your education some day, as you serve yourself, call 800-421-4422. ln California,
joining the Veterans' Educational Assistance·Program can 800-252-0011. Alaska and Hawaii, 800-423-2244. Ask for
bring that day closer.
·
the name of the Army's college representative nearest you.

If you have a Guaranteed Student Loan or a National
Direct Student Loan (made after October 1, 1975) hanging
over your head, consider spending a couple of years ·in
the Army.
.
If you train for certain specialties, the government will
release you from 1/3 of your indebtedness (or $1,500, whichever is greater) for each year of active duty. · ·
Obviously, a three-year enlistment would elimina~e
100% of your indebtedness. But you may prefer to take a
shorter route and sign up under the Army's two-year enlistment option (and put 2/3 of your debt behind you).
Or you might want to join the Army Reserve. If you
qualify, as a Reservist you can stay home, get pa.id for your
active duty, and receive 15% loan forgiveness (or $500,
whichever is greater) for each year you serve.
But we're not just offering you loan forgiveness. With
your education, you can probably qualify for a higher rank
and pay grade. You'll-have your choice of many sophisticated Army skills.
And you may be eligible for generous monetary educational incentives.
·

TWO-FOR-ONE SAVINGS PLAN

I I
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